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Honourable Anne Kang
Minister of Advanced Education and Skills Training
PO Box 9080 Stn Prov Gov’t
Victoria, BC V8W 9E2

Dear Minister:

We are pleased to submit the British Columbia Institute of Technology® Institutional Accountability Plan and Report for the 2021/22 
reporting cycle to the Ministry of Advanced Education and Skills Training (Ministry). This report has been prepared in accordance with 
the Budget Transparency and Accountability Act and has been reviewed and approved by the British Columbia Institute of Technology 
(BCIT®) Board of Governors. BCIT is committed to and accountable for meeting the objectives outlined in this plan.

Building on our vision, BCIT drives strategic workforce development in support of economic recovery across BC. During the 2020 review 
of the BCIT Strategic Plan, BCIT identified new opportunities to be a partner in provincial resilience throughout the pandemic. Over the 
past year, BCIT has strived to incorporate many initiatives and strategies that support government priorities; below are some of the key 
highlights:

§ Resumed on-campus learning in Fall 2021, placing utmost importance on safety, transparency, and accountability. The Institute 
is now guided by a robust Communicable Disease Prevention Plan. In 2020-21, 40% of programs successfully returned to in-
person learning, which helped BCIT to plan and prepare for a full and safe campus return in September 2021. BCIT continues to 
consult and collaborate with the community on resuming on-campus learning and services to pre-COVID-19 levels.

§ Provided support for students who faced financial pressures and hardships due to the pandemic through the BCIT Student 
Emergency Support Fund and other available funding. Over 730 students received financial assistance from funds provided by the 
Ministry of Advanced Education and Skills Training, BCIT faculty and staff, industry partners, and the wider BCIT community.

§ Advanced a number of key priorities identified in BCIT’s Anti-Racism Framework, which was launched in May 2021. BCIT 
continues to take steps to further equity and diversity amongst staff and students.

§ Remained committed to supporting Indigenous education, recognizing and respecting Indigenous peoples, and fostering 
engagement through Indigenous partnerships. BCIT created an Indigenous Wellness Toolkit to support students using the
Eight Dimensions of Well-being, which is anticipated to be launched this Fall.

§ Expanded technology-relevant programming to meet the demands of the burgeoning technology sector. In 2021/22, BCIT 
achieved and surpassed its target of 300 tech spaces that support this important initiative.

§ Saw 27 BCIT students (former youth in care) benefit from the BC Government’s waiver tuition, with a total of $137,538 distributed 
in 2021/22, representing an increase of 12% over 2020/21. BCIT continues to offer tuition waivers for students who are ineligible 
for the provincial government’s program, and awarded five students close to $25,000 in waived tuition during the past year.

Cover:
Addition of the new Health Sciences Centre will add to capacity of BCIT’s health 
programs and facilitate training of future health professionals in BC.



§ Announced the $162.6M Trades & Technology Complex (TTC), with the province investing $136.6M towards the first phase of 
development. The multi-building complex will train future trades and technology professionals to meet the growing skilled-labour 
demand, as well as ensure that the workforce is ready to adapt to the growing challenges of tomorrow.

§ Completed drawings for the $114.5M Tall Timber Student Housing Project (TTSH). The 469-bed residence on the Burnaby Campus 
will be constructed as a 12-storey mass timber project to create affordable and sustainable student housing.

§ Continued work on the $88.2M BCIT Health Sciences Centre (HSC) which is set to open in September 2022. The HSC will enable 
BCIT to advance teaching and learning technologies and will significantly increase training capacity for in-demand health care 
professionals. Additionally, the new building will be the most sustainable and accessible facility on campus.

§ Reduced annual greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 10%, when compared to 2007, in support of the province’s commitment to 
CleanBC. Operationally, BCIT has a goal of reducing Institute GHG emissions by one-third by 2023, based on 2007 levels.

§ Developed over 20 new micro-credentials in high-demand areas, following the pilot of three micro-credential programs that 
support both community and industry needs. Micro-credentials provide learners with an opportunity to rapidly upskill or reskill, 
build resiliency, and stay ahead of workplace trends.

BCIT offers wide-ranging programs that address real-world business needs, international activities, and partnerships with industry. We 
focus on providing career-ready, skilled graduates to a diverse range of industry sectors. In doing so, we make a unique and important 
contribution to the economic and social prosperity of British Columbia.

We are proud of the past year’s achievements and intend to build on the commitments and initiatives outlined in the BCIT Strategic 
Plan 2019-2023.

The British Columbia Institute of Technology is grateful to be located on the unceded territory of the Sḵwx w̱ú7mesh (Squamish), 
səl i̓lwətaɁɬ (Tsleil-Waututh), and xwməθkwəy ə̓m (Musqueam) First Nations.

Dan Reader Kathy Kinloch
Chair, Board of Governors President
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Vision
EMPOWERING PEOPLE. SHAPING BC. INSPIRING GLOBAL PROGRESS.

Mission
PARTNERING LEARNERS AND INDUSTRY FOR SUCCESS THROUGH WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT.

Values
At BCIT, we strive to:

ACHIEVE EXCELLENCE 
We strive to achieve excellence in everything we do and to accomplish real and measurable results.

EMBRACE INNOVATION 
We embrace innovation, ignited by imagination and creativity, to improve our approaches, opportunities, 
and outcomes.

CHAMPION DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
We champion diversity of experiences, ideas, cultures, and perspectives, fostering a community permeated 
with equality and inclusivity.

PURSUE COLLABORATION 
We believe in the power of collaboration to amplify our efforts.

ENGAGE WITH RESPECT 
We work from a position of respect for others’ expertise, insight, and inherent worth, and we reflect a respect 
for future generations in our passion for sustainability.
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Strategic Direction and Context

Strategic Direction
Established in 1964, BCIT is provincially mandated under the BC College and Institute Act (Bill 26–2004) to act as a polytechnic 
institution for British Columbia by offering technological and vocational instruction, as well as baccalaureate and applied master’s 
degree programs.

In 1964, BCIT’s philosophy was to prepare job-ready graduates. Over the years, the Institute has seen many changes, but has upheld 
that key philosophy. For that reason, graduates of BCIT trades, apprenticeship, technology, and professional programs remain some 
of the most sought-after talent in Canada. BCIT’s fundamental commitment to graduates’ career success is woven throughout the 
Institute’s history.

BCIT’s distinct position can be attributed to the core business of delivering applied education and training in support of British 
Columbia’s economic development. The Institute continues to cultivate partnerships with business, industry, high schools, and 
other post-secondary institutions. These partnerships have allowed the advancement of the Institute’s vision in several ways, 
including improving core offerings, increasing the number of degree programs, enhancing applied research to support advanced 
studies, strengthening Work Integrated Learning (WIL) opportunities, and expanding partnerships to include foreign post-secondary 
institutions.

In Spring 2019, the Board of Governors approved the BCIT Strategic Plan 2019–2022. In 2020, the Board of Governors agreed to extend 
the plan by one year, changing the end date from 2022 to 2023 due to the pandemic. The three commitments of the plan are:

§ People-focused organization

§ Future-proof applied education

§ Globally relevant connections

Three initiatives underpin each commitment and will be expanded upon throughout the report.

Internal alignment with the changing needs of industry and government is of great importance to BCIT, and the Institute will continue 
to support the Ministry in their mandate. In response to the Truth and Reconciliation (TRC) Calls to Action and the United Nations 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), BCIT is actively creating opportunities and capacity for Indigenous learners 
and supporting their success through the Indigenous Vision. The Institute is also improving access to education for vulnerable and 
underrepresented students such as former youth in care, while also expanding programming related to the trades, technology, and 
health sectors. BCIT continues to build on its firm foundation of applied education by embedding WIL in its education model, and 
remains committed to actively collaborating and engaging with the Ministry and the BC post-secondary system to implement a 
common application system for the province.

External Scan

BC’s Economic Performance
BC continued to experience a contraction in gross domestic product (GDP) of -3.43%1 in 2020, indicated by data from Statistics Canada 
as of February 2022. This can be attributed to ongoing COVID-19 supply chain challenges and recent devastating floods affecting 
transportation, agriculture, and forestry industries. However, BC’s economy successfully weathered the latest Omicron variant and 
Statistics Canada reported growth in GDP of 6.18% in 20212. The economic outlook is positive despite an uptick in inflation. Toronto 
Dominion (TD) forecasts an expansion in real GDP growth of +3.8% in 20223 with lower expected growth of +2.6% in 2023, while Royal 
Bank of Canada (RBC) projects an expansion in real GDP of +4.2% and +2.2% in 2022 and 2023 respectively.4 Economic recovery 
can be observed by increased household consumption expenditures, which rose from the low levels in 2020 to high levels in third 
quarter of 2021, beating pre-pandemic levels observed in 20195. BC’s labour shortages, as indicated by the highest job vacancy rates 
in the country (7.4%2), may dampen economic recovery by affecting residential construction and softwood lumber sectors, adding 
to sustained inflationary pressures. Recovery will also be aided by non-residential investment and the continuation of major capital 
projects in the energy sector, including the Trans Mountain Pipeline, Site C hydroelectric dam and LNG Coastal Gas Link. In light of 
recent events in Europe, which led to global energy price surges, BC played a role in addressing energy supply shortage. BC’s energy 

1 Statistics Canada. Table 36-10-0402-01  Gross domestic product (GDP) at basic prices, by industry, provinces and territories
2 Statistics Canada. Table 36-10-0402-01  Gross domestic product (GDP) at basic prices, by industry, provinces and territories
3 TD. Provincial Economic Forecast
4 RBC Economics. Provincial Outlook - December 2021
5 Statistics Canada. Table 36-10-0124-01  Detailed household final consumption expenditure, Canada, quarterly (x 1,000,000)
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product exports are up by 129.2%6 on year-over-year basis in 2022, which contributes to local economic recovery. Furthermore, efforts 
employed to counteract and repair the damage from floods will directly bolster provincial GDP numbers. BC’s economic recovery is 
positioned well as a result of a strong real estate market, maintained consumer spending, and record levels of capital investments.

The growing demand for skilled labour in the residential, commercial, public, and energy infrastructure projects suggest opportunity 
for BCIT to fulfill the labour gap. BCIT produces skilled, job-ready graduates who meet the needs of the high-demand sectors and 
expanding industries highlighted in the BC Labour Market Outlook. Public infrastructure development and other in-demand areas 
will require the apprenticeship system, and its education and training model, to adapt and respond to labour market demands. BCIT 
continues to work with government on the implementation of Skilled Trades Certification. Further, BCIT is committed to meeting 
the employment needs of the province by ensuring a focus on updated curriculum and training facilities, application of innovative 
instructional methods, and programs that are accredited by industry and regulatory bodies. The Institute is a significant contributor to 
the economic success of the province, as articulated in the BCIT Economic Impact Report published in 2017.

Polytechnic Education
BCIT continues its dedication to providing experiential post-secondary education focusing on hands-on, practical learning in programs 
that are industry-driven. Polytechnic education enhances productivity, growth, and innovation in BC and around Canada by developing 
human capital and promoting technological progress and innovation.

BCIT is a founding member of Polytechnics Canada, a not-for-profit association based in Ottawa that represents Canada’s 13 leading 
publicly-funded colleges, institutes, and polytechnics. Polytechnics Canada places a strong focus on advocating their members’ 
expertise and benefit to the economy through applied research. The association conducts public policy research and analysis to ensure 
that colleges and institutes of technology are appropriately supported by federal programs for innovation, higher education, and 
apprenticeship training.

Changing Demographics
With a population of 5.25 million as of October 1, 2021, and an annual growth rate of 1.8%7, BC experienced a rebound in growth as 
international and interprovincial in-migration increased. As pandemic concerns waned and international travel restrictions lifted, BC 
experienced almost pre-pandemic inflow levels of international immigrants as well as interprovincial migration in the third quarter 
of 2021. According to BC Stats’ projections, BC’s senior population will grow by 63%8 between 2020 and 2041, and the proportion of 
working age population will be declining over the next 20 years and will account only for 58% of all residents. The projected number of 
college students ages 15-19 will increase over the next 10 years; however, the increase will taper off and normalize by the year 20339. 
BCIT currently draws the bulk of its students from the Lower Mainland region, which is projected to see an annual population growth of 
1.4% in the next two decades, higher than the provincial level10.

With expectations that current international and interprovincial migration trends will continue, BC will see an expansion of the labour 
force as well as a more ethnically and culturally diverse society. Post-secondary institutions in the Lower Mainland will continue to 
compete for college-age students, while also having to cater to the needs of older workers and aging professionals. In order to better 
integrate new immigrants into the job market, the BC government is investing in language training programs and classes, including free 
classes for permanent residents11. Meanwhile, post-secondary institutions such as BCIT are exploring opportunities to offer existing 
and mature professionals the tools to upgrade their skills through additions of micro-credentials. In the age of innovation and changing 
skill requirements within the labour market, it is important to provide the mature labour force with avenues to retrain and upgrade 
skills.

As a result of this demographic shift towards an older and more diverse population, BCIT will continue to face increasing competition 
for an ethnically and culturally diverse student body, while finding opportunities to support the education and training needs of older 
workers and new immigrants.

6 BC Stats. Exports. April 6, 2022. Issue#22-04.
7 BC Stats. Quarterly Population Highlights October 1, 2021.
8 Province of BC P.E.O.P.L.E. 2020.
9 BC Stats. British Columbia – Population Projections.
10 Province of BC P.E.O.P.L.E. 2020.
11 Welcome BC. CAREER PATHS FOR SKILLED IMMIGRANTS.
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Post-COVID-19 Impacts

Economy and Society
COVID-19 pandemic-related challenges continue to negatively 
impact supply chains, while elevated energy prices due to geo-
political conflict further fuel the inflationary pressures around the 
world. Canadian consumers are feeling the effects of inflation, 
with a reported increase in food prices of +5.7% and shelter of 
+6.2%, and Canadian consumer price index outpacing average 
wage growth since the spring of 202112. Furthermore, low supply 
of residential housing and rising prices create lasting impacts 
on social and economic mobility. RBC reports that Vancouver 
Area home affordability deteriorated in the third quarter of 2021, 
compared to other markets around Canada, due to strong demand 
and scarce inventory13. Increases in residential housing prices 
led to a knock-on effect to the affordability of rental housing, 
with a reported increase of +4.2% in February14. This directly 
affects demographics relevant to post-secondary institutions, as 
international and some domestic students rely on rentals during 
their studies. Affordability anxiety may preclude a path of long term 
and sustainable prosperity.

The Canadian economy has experienced a strong growth of 
6.7% in the fourth quarter of 2021; however, the Bank of Canada 
raised interest rates in March 202215 over concerns of pervasive 
price increases and uncertainty around long-term inflation 
expectations. An increase in the costs of borrowing should reduce 
demand and normalize the overheating economy. With aid of 
government support in earlier stages of the pandemic, Canada 
was able to regain higher levels of employment, with a reported 336,600 more jobs in February than January. BC had the fourth 
lowest unemployment rate in the country at 4.9%16. Implementation of the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy program resulted in 
a 6.9 percentage point lower probability of business closures17. However, the pandemic accelerated existing trends in remote work, 
e-commerce, and automation, and left a lasting impact on the landscape of the labour market in Canada. The pandemic saw an increase 
in the number of resignations, occupation changes, and wage pressures, all resulting in a tighter labour market in 2022. Nonetheless, 
BC expects to have 1,004,000 job openings between 2021 and 2031, of which 80% will require some form of post-secondary education 
or training, as reported by Work BC18.

Post-secondary
As of September 2021, post-secondary schools in BC resumed on-campus education; however, other forms of delivery are still in 
practice, including remote learning, blended, or in-person with increased safety protocols.

In conjunction with the provincial government’s support, post-secondary institutions will play a vital role in rejuvenating Canada’s 
healthcare sector. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the healthcare industry experienced severe shortages of professionals in hospitals 
and nursing and residential care facilities. Specifically, job vacancies for registered nurses and registered psychiatric nurses had the 
largest increase of 10,400 (+85.8%), with almost half of the vacancies remaining open for 90 days or more19, as indicated by Labour 
Force Survey for the period spanning the second quarter of 2019 to the second quarter of 2021. As a result, graduates in health 
professions will be increasingly important in the post-COVID-19 labour market, to alleviate the labour shortages and improve the 
capacity of BC’s health sector for years to come. The provincial government has announced 602 new nursing seats to be added to 
post-secondary institutions throughout BC, and has budgeted $96M over three years to support education and training capacity for the 
health profession workforce20.

——
Students work with School of Health 
Sciences radiation simulation.

12 Statistics Canada. Catalogue no. 11-631-x.
13 RBC. Housing Trends and Affordability.
14 Statistics Canada. 2022. “Consumer Price Index, February 2022.” The Daily. March 16. Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 11-001-X.
15 Bank of Canada. Press Release March 2, 2022.
16 BC Stats. Labour Force Statistics Highlights, March 11, 2022. Issue#22-04.
17 Statistics Canada. 2022. “Economic and Social Reports, February 2022.” The Daily. February 23. Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 11-001-X.
18 WorkBC. BC’s Labour Market Outlook: 2021 Edition.
19 Statistics Canada. 2021. “Job vacancies, second quarter 2021.” The Daily. September 9. Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 11-001-X.
20 BC Government. Sunday, February 20, 2022, News Release.
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BCIT as a Partner in Recovery
Throughout 2021, BCIT continued to provide on-campus learning for hands-on trades training, as well as blended formats of remote 
and in-person applied learning for other programs, while utilizing innovative safety measures to lower transmission rates of new 
COVID-19 variants. With provincial health authorities having announced a return to campus for the Fall 2021 semester, BCIT adhered to 
provincial health guidelines and accommodated students and staff for a safe transition to primarily on-campus delivery of classes.

BCIT continues to support its students with programs and services essential to their success. Information Technology Services (ITS) 
has been successfully offering AppsAnywhere, which allows students to remotely access academic applications for classes, as well as 
computer labs for courses that require students to bring their own devices. BCIT’s Counselling and Student Development department is 
also providing phone and virtual counselling appointments to help students in need of mental health support. BCIT Foundation has re-
opened the BCIT Student Emergency Support Fund in an effort to help relieve financial pressures for students in need.

Efforts are ongoing towards completion of the new Health Sciences Centre, which is expected to open in the fall of 2022. This state-
of-the-art facility will accommodate training of healthcare students for clinical roles. Following the province’s recent announcement to 
allocate 96 new nursing seats to BCIT, the Institute will add 32 seats per intake to the Bachelor of Science in Nursing and an additional 
16 seats per intake to Medical Laboratory Science, two of the largest nursing programs in the province, as well as 12 seats per intake 
for the Magnetic Resonance Imaging program. With new facilities and additional funding from the province, BCIT will produce job-ready 
graduates at a higher rate to replenish the embattled healthcare labour force in BC.

With an initial investment of $26M from BCIT’s INSPIRE campaign, including significant contributions from industry partners across 
six sectors and $136.6M contributed by the province, progress continues on the initial construction phase of the Trades & Technology 
Complex. The scope of the project includes construction of new training facilities and renovation of existing buildings, which will 
greatly benefit trades and technology programs. This investment will directly contribute to BC’s economic and workforce development 
priorities by ensuring that future students have access to the best tools, instruction, and equipment required to fill the demand for an 
estimated 85,000 new trades jobs over the next 10 years.

Infrastructure upgrades are being made in preparation for construction of a new Tall Timber Student Housing building. BCIT strives 
to provide its students with affordable, sustainable, and diverse accommodations situated at the heart of the Burnaby campus. This 
initiative will be beneficial to students travelling from outside of the Lower Mainland to study at BCIT, and will alleviate some of the 
burdens associated with the lack of affordable rental housing in the area. The Tall Timber Student Housing project will accommodate 
more than 450 students and will include study rooms and vibrant collaboration spaces.

In the future, BCIT hopes to continue to play an important role in BC’s economic recovery and growth by bolstering the province’s labour 
force, as well as contributing to the economy directly through investment of capital projects. More specifically, BCIT will continue 
cultivating industry-ready graduates and providing retraining and upskilling to existing professionals to maintain a steady supply 
of skilled labour for in-demand and emerging industries. With help from the provincial government and BCIT’s industry partners, the 
Institute plans to make further investments in new infrastructure, which will directly contribute to our local economy by employing 
local contractors, consultants, and suppliers.

Internal Scan

BCIT Students
BCIT’s mission is to deliver quality education and training to support student’s career goals, and provide BC with the skills for a 
productive economy. The programs offered at BCIT are designed to meet key mandates from the Ministry and offer future-proof 
workplace skills. The Institute draws students from large school districts across BC, and accepts applications from international 
students across the globe. During the 2021/22 fiscal year, approximately 45,000 students were enrolled at BCIT. Included in these 
post-COVID-19 enrolment numbers were about 1,530 Indigenous students21 and approximately 3,750 international students.

A Student Check-in Survey, first launched in Fall 2020, continues to be administered annually to all part-time and full-time students, 
to better understand their needs and concerns during and following the COVID-19 pandemic. Results for the Fall 2021 term showed 
that 79% of respondents were satisfied with their education, with part-time respondents indicating a higher level of satisfaction than 
full-time students. Apprenticeship students and students in trades and technical studies reported the highest levels of satisfaction. 
The results also show that students overwhelmingly agree that BCIT is a diverse and inclusive environment, with one-third of 
respondents (35%) identifying themselves as a member of a visible minority group. When asked about the overall quality of the learning 
environment, respondents slightly favoured in-person learning over online learning. 81% of respondents reported being satisfied with 
BCIT’s efforts to maintain safe learning environments in classrooms, shops, labs, etc.

21 2021 Facts & Figures, BCIT Indigenous Students.
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Part-time Studies (PTS) students, who make up about 36% of BCIT’s Full-time Equivalent (FTE) students22, 37% come to BCIT because 
of its reputation; 36% attend because the program/course is only offered at BCIT; 32% choose BCIT because of an online option for 
their course/program; and 26% because of a flexible schedule23. Working full-time was the top reason cited for choosing to study on a 
part-time basis24.

BCIT acknowledges the Coast Salish territories, including the Nations of Tsleil-Waututh, Musqueam, Squamish, Sto:lo, and Tsawwassen, 
on which the BCIT campuses are located. The introduction of BCIT’s Indigenous Vision in 2019 provides a platform to strengthen the 
Institute’s 25-year commitment to the enrolment and success of Indigenous learners. In 2020/21, BCIT delivered more Trades and 
Engineering and Applied Sciences undergraduate FTEs to Indigenous students than any other non-research post-secondary province-
wide25. Other programming areas of higher enrolment include business, management, and health. Enrolment activity of Indigenous 
students is anticipated to increase over the coming years as BCIT strengthens relationships with Indigenous communities.

With approximately 3,750 international students coming from almost 100 countries26 fostering their success is an important part of 
the BCIT Internationalization Plan . International enrolment will be closely managed in the coming years to ensure learner access and 
success as BCIT continues to collaborate globally with other post-secondary systems and employers.

Student Well-being
BCIT is committed to creating physical, social, and educational environments that 
enrich the well-being of students. The Student Well-being Steering Committee (SWSC) 
was established to achieve this objective, and is leading the implementation of the 
BCIT Student Well-being and Resilience Framework. Comprised of a cross-functional 
team, the Committee advises and assists in the development of institutional 
recommendations for the Framework’s three pillars: equipping faculty to support 
students, embedding wellness into Institute policies, and enhancing learning support 
services across BCIT’s multiple campuses.

BCIT Student Services continues to offer broad and holistic approaches to support 
students using the Eight Dimensions of Well-being. This approach is guided by 
Indigenous perspectives of wellness, the mental health dual continuum model, and the 
socio-ecological model, which encourages the Institute to create an environment that 
focuses on individuals, in addition to promoting positive well-being at a community 
and population level.

Increasing Mental Health Supports
Student mental health support is one of the main priorities of the BCIT Student Well-being and Resilience Framework. The following 
activities integrate mental health and well-being into institutional and environmental structures, policies, and practices.

Policy and Procedures: To support learner well-being and mental health-related concessions, recommendations were developed and 
delivered to BCIT Senior Leadership for policies related to student absence, withdrawal, and leave in extenuating circumstances. Policy 
development begins in 2022.

Training and Education: In collaboration with the BCITSA, several events and activities, such as the annual BCIT Speak UP Speak OUT 
event, have been developed to help increase resilience and reduce stigma around mental illness. One of the foci of BCIT’s new Health 
Promotion Strategist is suicide prevention education for faculty and staff, and Institute-wide initiatives.

Support Services: During the pandemic, BCIT Student Health Services, Counselling and Student Development, and Early Assist 
quickly pivoted to deliver remote physician, counselling, and case management appointments, which minimized service and academic 
interruption for students. The remote delivery of services has been very well utilized and BCIT continues to offer students a choice 
in how they prefer to connect: by phone, in-person, or via video call. To increase access to confidential and immediate support, BCIT 
has integrated the new 24/7 phone and text-based provincial mental health resources into student resources and crisis response 
protocols. BCIT onboarded a new psychiatrist in Student Health Services, who is partnering with various stakeholders on campus to 
provide case consultations and develop approaches to addressing prevailing issues amongst students.

BCIT is committed to providing a supportive, safe, and inclusive learning and working environment for all community members. The 
Framework will continue to provide a roadmap for future policy, training, and service development.
22 BCIT Student Information Systems, fiscal year 2021/22.
23 BCIT 2022 Part-time Studies Engagement Survey Results.
24 BCIT 2022 Part-time Studies Engagement Survey Results.
25 Central Data Warehouse (CDW) FTE Datamart, Ministry of Advanced Education and Skills Training (May 2021).
26 BCIT Student Information System, fiscal year 2021/22.
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Student Housing
BCIT Student Housing accommodates more than 750 students occupying 329 rooms each year. A flexible model of continuous 
intake for both short and long stay residents allows the operation to support both full-time technology students and short-term 
apprenticeship students throughout the year. Student Housing has also continued to increase gender inclusive housing options to meet 
student needs. These options continue to be the top choice for housing applicants. The province is investing $108.5M towards the Tall 
Timber Student Housing Project, which will conclude in August 2024 and will result in a new 469 bed tower. This increase in housing 
supply will enable BCIT to serve more of its student population, thus decreasing waitlists and increasing affordable student housing in 
Burnaby.

BCIT Student Housing has prioritized housing access for Indigenous learners, former youth in care, and students that have a housing-
related accommodation through Accessibility Services. This is in recognition of the importance of housing security to student success 
and development. Student Housing is in the continued process of working with BCIT Indigenous Initiatives and Partnerships to rename 
the current student housing buildings with culturally appropriate Indigenous names and to extend that naming to the new housing 
tower. This collaboration will also include fortifying Indigenous elements in both the creation and naming of student spaces, as well as 
in the landscaping and building design.

Employee Recognition
BCIT would like to recognize and celebrate all employees for their continued dedication and efforts this year. With the return of students 
to campus, faculty and staff have stepped up to continue delivering high quality programming and support to the BCIT community. 
The Institute recognizes employee contributions in various ways, including Employee Excellence Awards, Long Service Awards, and 
Recognition Cards.

The Employee Excellence Awards program recognizes and honours the contributions made by members in achieving BCIT’s 
commitments to our students and to other employees. The Long Service Award recognizes employees who are celebrating service 
milestones starting at 20 years and repeating every 5 years on. Nominated employees are invited to attend a dinner celebration held 
annually.

——
Maquinna residences 

at the Burnaby Campus.
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BCIT and #BCTECH Strategy
BCIT continues to grow and enhance its computing programs in support of the #BCTECH Strategy, adding more courses and 
specialization options to accelerate the provision of talent to the sector. Supported by a Program Advisory Committee, BCIT’s 
computing programs continue to evolve in response to the specific needs of the tech industry, ensuring that the sector receives the 
career-ready graduates necessary to its success. Key highlights for 2021/2022 include:

§ BCIT supported economic recovery efforts through its new internship option in the Computer Information Technology 
Diploma to help students get real world experience, and through robust Part-time Studies offerings such as a new micro-
credential in Low Code Mobile App Development.

§ BCIT promoted the importance of cybersecurity by profiling grads working in cybersecurity, offering partnerships with EC-
Council, and developing new micro-credentials in Cybersecurity Analysis for Network Administrators and Cybersecurity 
Essentials for IT Professionals.

§ Computing students applied their technical skills to timely issues through sustainability and climate change apps, local and 
national hackathons, and applied industry-sponsored projects.

§ Working with local partners, including non-profits, BCIT continued to tie its many student projects to real-world applications 
by running over 100 computing student industry projects over the year. One of our lead instructors presented on this topic at 
TEDx Abbotsford.

§ BCIT continued to focus on integrated applied skills, including critical soft skills like Communication for Team-based 
Collaboration, a new badged course which was developed with input from DigiBC.

§ A faculty member spent one year embedded at Microsoft, working to refresh their skills and ensure that the BCIT curriculum 
stays current.

§ The Downtown Campus Tech Collider renovation is nearing completion, which will further enhance collaborative learning, 
innovation, and entrepreneurship opportunities.

§ BCIT worked to encourage women and underrepresented groups to pursue tech education and careers by supporting the 
Women in Computing student club, leading and mentoring Technovation Girls, profiling successful grads and those re-
entering the workforce, and speaking at community events such as Girls in STEAM.

§ BCIT aimed to maximize high school students’ interest in pursuing tech careers by offering sessions with high school 
teachers and counsellors, online information sessions, profiling impressive young grads, and new BCIT 101 sessions.

§ A new free Massive Open Online Course enables learners to investigate the social impacts of technology.

BCIT Programming
BCIT is focused on developing graduates who add immediate value in employment and entrepreneurial activity throughout BC, Canada, 
and the world. The Institute’s applied education model prepares graduates to launch successful careers as leaders in their fields and to 
continue their education through laddered credential pathways and just-in-time options such as micro-credentials. BCIT is very proud 
of the recently launched Master of Engineering in Smart Grid Systems and Technologies, which will prepare graduates to be leaders in 
smart grid technologies in areas such as renewable energies, green transportation, and smart cities.

During the past year, a number of BCIT programs completed BCIT’s rigorous program review process, focused on ensuring 
alignment with student and industry needs, curricular innovation, and excellence in teaching and learning. The Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing, Bachelor of Science in Radiation Therapy, Diploma in Digital Design and Development, and a series of programs in the 
Welding department are some examples of programs that recently underwent the program review cycle and established action 
plans for curricular renewal.  As an outcome of recent program reviews, many programs underwent significant curricular changes 
to ensure ongoing currency and relevancy. These programs include the Bachelor of Business Administration, Masters programs 
in Building Science/Building Engineering, and programs in Marine Engineering (Diploma), 3D Modelling, Art & Animation (Diploma), 
Electroneurophysiology (Diploma), Medical Radiography (Diploma), and Aircraft Maintenance Engineer Category ‘M’ (Diploma).
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In response to the need to support economic recovery in the province, BCIT developed several micro-credentials for upskilling and 
reskilling in high-demand industries. Micro-credentials are part of the broad spectrum of learning pathways at BCIT and provide 
industry-relevant succinct competencies.

BCIT continues to expand collaborative and joint program offerings with other post-secondary institutions, including notable 
partnerships with the University of British Columbia, University of Victoria, Simon Fraser University, and Emily Carr University of Art and 
Design. Across BC, BCIT is deploying a hub-and-spoke model in support of local education providers through curriculum and subject-
matter expertise. This includes agreements with Northern Lights College, Coast Mountain College, and College of New Caledonia for 
the delivery of specified apprenticeship, trades, and health offerings. BCIT is also a part of the consortium of institutes for marine 
programming across Vancouver Island.

In trades, BCIT is facing the systemic challenge of increasing supply costs paired with fixed funding rates for trades training. With the 
Industry Training Authority (ITA) funding rates remaining unchanged since 2001, this has resulted in supply costs making up more 
than 20% of trades and technical training direct costs. Supply costs have doubled over the past two decades and, due to the current 
inflationary spike, supply costs are more than three times higher than when the ITA funding rates were initially set.

Applied Research, Innovation, and Industry Relationships
BCIT is unique in its focus on conducting applied research and considers this one of its pillar activities. At the Institute, applied research 
involves hands-on experience for students via experiential and Work Integrated Learning, capstone projects, directed studies, and 
industry sponsored student projects. It provides students with opportunity to work on real-life problems and grants them invaluable 
experience to aid their future careers.

Applied research also involves collaboration between BCIT faculty and industry in pursuit of new methodologies and technologies. This 
is informed by current global and local trends, including digital transformation, sustainability, changing demographics, healthcare 
innovation, and globalization. It serves as a conduit for assisting Canadian companies and communities to innovate for a better 
economy. At BCIT, research covers a wide range of technologies of importance to the provincial economy, such as information 
technology, building science, biotech, health, forensics, natural resources, manufacturing, energy, transportation, business, food, and 
sustainability.

BCIT’s Strategic and Education Plans include initiatives to establish the Institute as a leader in applied research through creation of 
living labs and centres of excellence. Embedding BCIT Applied Research into global, provincial, and local trends ensures the Institute 
stays at the forefront of technological change and innovation. BCIT has the following key research centres:

§ Analysis and Intelligence Research Centre Secure Computer Lab § Emissions Reduction and Research Test Hub

§ Centre of Excellence in Analytics § Centre for Internet of Things

§ Centre for Applied Research and Innovation § Language Success Team

§ Centre for Architectural Ecology - Collaborations in Living Walls 
and Green Roofs

§ Polytechnic Research Institute for Simulation and 
Multimedia

§ Spartan Controls Centre for Energy Education 
and Research

§ Prior Learning Research and Assessment Centre of 
Excellence

§ Centre for Digital Tools & Social Transformation § Rehabilitation Engineering Design Lab

§ Diversity Circles § Rivers Institute

§ Centre for Ecocities § Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems Hub

§ Building Science Centre of Excellence

With more than 900 collaborative projects, and 5,000+ faculty and students working on applied research annually, BCIT is committed 
to research that supports companies to develop new products and services.  BCIT’s three Canada Research Chairs have brought in over 
$8M in total grant funding since their initial appointments:

§ Dr. Paula Brown, Director, Natural Health and Food Products Research Group (NRG) and Canada Research Chair, Phytoanalytics

§ Dr. Jaimie Borisoff, Canada Research Chair, Rehabilitation Engineering Design

§ Dr. Fitsum Tariku, Canada Research Chair, Whole Building Performance
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Some highlights include:

§ Introduced a Master of Engineering in Smart Grid Systems and Technologies (MEng SGST) program. This is a joint program 
between the SMART Microgrid Applied Research Team and BCIT’s School of Energy.

§ Partnered with Vancouver International Airport (YVR), BCIT’s Centre for Internet of Things (IoT) is working to obtain 
technical expertise; specifically, a living lab for students and faculty to research new processes and technology from a 
wide variety of applications.

§ Awarded over $2M from the Future Skills Centre (FSC) for two research projects that support shock-proofing the Future of 
Work. This funding supports labour market innovations that build resilience in the face of social and economic uncertainty.

§ Awarded the 2021 ECO Canada Community Impact Award for BCIT’s SMART team project Master your EV etiquette: The 
Do’s and Don’ts of EV charging.

§ Awarded Gold in the Applied Research and Innovation Excellence category of the 2021 Awards of Excellence presented by 
Colleges and Institutes Canada (CICan).

§ Partnered with Siemens Canada, Denesoline Corporation (Łutsël K’é Dene First Nation’s wholly-owned subsidiary), and 
Canada’s Digital Supercluster on a $1.2M project to create a virtual experiential training platform in Clean Energy Power 
Plants. This will create Indigenous capacity to operate, maintain, and upkeep clean energy microgrid systems.

§ Collaborated with entrepreneurial healthcare workers from the Royal Columbian Hospital to create a revolutionary device
to improve the care of patients with collapsed lungs or fluid buildup in the chest cavity.

§ Collaborating with the University of Victoria, TRIUMF, and other Canadian institutions on an international project that will be 
Canada’s contribution to the world-leading Hyper-Kamiokande neutrino experiment in Japan.

§ Founded in 2010, BCIT’s Student Innovation Challenge has inspired 400+ students and awarded more than $50,000 in 
funding to top projects in Applied Research and Entrepreneurship categories. A new Sustainability category has recently 
been added by BCIT’s School of Construction and the Environment.

§ Presented  with the 2021 American Botanical Council (ABC) Norman R. Farnsworth Excellence in Botanical Research 
Award to Dr. Paula Brown.

In addition to the research occurring in research centres and BCIT’s Schools, the Centre for Applied Research and Innovation (CARI) is 
home to the Institute’s dedicated research groups:

MAKE+ is an interdisciplinary research group focused on product development, applied research, and education. The team optimizes 
the functionality, user experience, value, and commercial success of emerging health, consumer, and industrial products. This team is 
capable of taking complex projects and ideas from requirement to discovery and concept development.

Natural Health and Food Products Research Group (NRG) concentrates on issues related to natural health and food product quality, 
process improvement, and human health. NRG’s goal is to ensure that all Canadians can achieve the potential health and economic 
benefits offered by natural health products, medicinal plants, and food products.

The Smart Microgrid Applied Research Team (SMART) converges expertise in the information technology, communications 
engineering, and energy management fields to develop prototypes and solutions for complex applied research problems. SMART has 
a reputation for unique experience in three strategic research themes: smart microgrid and energy management systems, electric 
vehicle infrastructure, and critical infrastructure cybersecurity.
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BCIT recently introduced the Centre for the Internet of Things (IoT) to keep BCIT at the forefront of this emerging technology with 
advanced hands-on education and training, industry collaboration, and research. The Centre for IoT is a component of BCIT’s Centre for 
Digital Transformation.

Physical Infrastructure
BCIT has five campuses across the Metro Vancouver region as well as a number of satellite locations. The Burnaby Campus is the 
largest site, accommodating 73% of BCIT’s full-time students and 45% of part-time students. The Downtown Campus is the hub 
for part-time courses and programs and serves over 9,000 students. BCIT has a state-of-the-art Aerospace Technology Campus 
in Richmond with over 20 training aircraft, including a Bombardier CRJ100 aircraft that was donated to BCIT in February 2017. The 
BCIT Marine Campus (BMC), located in North Vancouver, provides training for BC Ferries and other agencies. The Marine Engine Room 
simulator located at BMC is unique in Western Canada, providing true-to-life training for marine engineers. BCIT’s Annacis Island 
campus, formerly shared with Vancouver Community College was fully transferred to BCIT in April of 2022. This campus is located 
in Delta and contains the Motive Power Centre for Excellence. It is an innovative centre for delivering heavy-duty transportation 
programming and the applied research facility Emission Reduction and Research Test Hub (ERRTH), which are essential for the 
province’s workforce needs.

Alumni Relations
Alumni relations is critical to advancing the mission of BCIT, and seeking the support of this key group of ambassadors as volunteers, 
advisors, mentors, and financial contributors is a priority for the Institute.

BCIT partners closely with the BCIT Alumni Association (BCITAA) to align strategic plans and enhance the value of this partnership. The 
BCITAA’s vision, mission, and three-year Strategic Plan are focused on fostering alumni success, giving back to the BCIT community, 
and engaging alumni for life.

An increased ability to track BCIT’s nearly 200,000 alumni across the globe is a key area of development. With BCIT alumni now in more 
than 100 countries, the Institute’s 5,200 international alumni play an important role in helping BCIT build its global reputation.

BCITAA is one of the longest standing donors to BCIT, having made its first gift in 1985. It established endowments now valued at 
more than $1.2M, and has funded 1,026 student scholarships and bursaries totaling $1.2M. BCITAA’s total philanthropic giving totals 
$2.5M, including its $1M pledge to BCIT’s INSPIRE Campaign in 2020, to establish a BCIT Alumni Centre on the Burnaby Campus. These 
philanthropic efforts will continue to build the BCIT alumni legacy for generations of students to come.

——
Student working on aircraft 

at the Aerospace campus, Richmond.
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Environmental, Social, and Corporate Governance (ESG)

Environment Disclosure
BCIT fosters sustainability through commitments that include sustainable infrastructure, reduction in greenhouse has (GHG) 
emissions, demonstration of leading-edge technologies and equipment, and opportunities to conceptualize, design, and implement 
solutions. Operationally, BCIT has a goal of reducing Institute GHG emissions by one-third by 2023, based on 2007 levels. The annual 
GHG emissions from 2021 were 7,500 tonne CO2e, a 10% reduction from 2007. Launched in support of BCIT’s Strategic Plan, the 
Sustainability Vision defines sustainability as living socially just lives within ecological limits.

In the past fiscal year, BCIT:

§ Saw a reduction in total energy usage by 11%, compared to pre-pandemic levels in 2019. Compared to 2020, BCIT saw only a 1% 
increase despite occupancy ramping up significantly with return-to-campus plans concurrent to the pandemic. This is evidence 
that the energy conservation initiatives undertaken during the pandemic have had ongoing success in limiting campus energy 
usage.

§ Installed a heat recovery system in the Downtown Campus IT data centre, reducing campus GHG emissions by approximately 
30%, and improving the resiliency of the data centre.

§ Designed a new central heating plant in SE8, removing three large, inefficient 1960s-era natural gas boilers and replacing them 
with a low carbon combination electric/gas system. This will reduce GHG emissions for the central plant by over 80%, showcasing 
low-carbon technology to students, and will have operational synergies with the School of Energy and Applied Research.

§ Completed and commissioned the Wood-Waste-to-Energy system in NE2 and NE4. This system will use wood waste created by 
the Carpentry and Joinery programs to provide low-carbon heat to those same shop spaces.

§ Completed an HVAC controls upgrade of the SW9 building, realizing significant reductions in energy use and GHG emissions. 
Temperature comfort has also been improved for staff and students. It is estimated that this project will reduce the building’s GHG 
emissions by about 15%.

§ Neared completion of the design for a 12-storey student housing building made from mass timber. The energy-efficient design 
supports the province’s commitment to CleanBC and will meet Step 4 of the BC Energy Step Code.

§ Achieved Silver rating for its first submission to the Sustainability Tracking, Assessment & Rating System (STARS).

§ Completed construction of the new Health Sciences Centre, featuring low-carbon highly-efficient energy use and 60 stalls of 
electric vehicle parking with charging capability.

Other sustainability accomplishments include:

§ BCIT’s High Performance Building Lab is the first facility of its kind in Canada to provide a hands-on training facility for zero-
emissions buildings, and provides training to the construction industry in support of the BC Energy Step Code.

§ BCIT is home to Canada’s first campus-wide smart microgrid—containing the Energy OASIS project that is a solar-powered 
electric car-charging station.

§ BCIT’s Factor Four initiative is demonstrating how to achieve 75% reductions in energy and materials consumption across BCIT 
campuses without compromising service levels. Since 2009, the initiative has achieved a 50% reduction in energy and GHG 
emissions in seven buildings at the north end of BCIT’s Burnaby Campus.

§ In 2019, UI Green Metric ranked BCIT’s energy and GHG management performance within the global top 20 of participating post-
secondary institutions around the world.

§ BCIT has transitioned to zero waste in all food service and retail operations by adopting compostable cutlery and encouraging 
customer-supplied cutlery in addition to the full implementation of reusable bags, thereby eliminating single-use waste items.
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Social Disclosure
With approximately 2,000 full-time and over 1,000 part-time faculty and staff, BCIT is one of the largest employers among post-
secondary institutions in BC27. BCIT prides itself on offering competitive salaries and generous benefits, and ranked as one of BC’s Top 
Employers in 202228. BCIT’s Total Compensation Package offers a comprehensive range of employer paid benefits to eligible employees 
and their dependents. BCIT believes in balance, so along with generous vacation entitlements, BCIT makes financial investment in 
health and welfare, income protection, and retirement. Professional Development (PD) is available to staff including tuition waivers to 
take BCIT courses, PD resources for faculty and staff, and ongoing workshops online and in person offered by Diversity Circles, BCIT 
Respect, Diversity, and Inclusion Office, Indigenous Initiatives, Organizational Development, and online Human Resources training. 
All new employees must take Occupational Health and Safety, and Respectful Workplace training. A gym, free fitness workshops, and 
on-site childcare are also available to faculty and staff.

Governance
BCIT is governed by two bodies: Board of Governors and Education Council.

The Board of Governors is comprised of elected and appointed members, all representing different interests. Members interpret the 
provincial government’s requirements and objectives to the Senior Team and report to the province on its stewardship of the Institute’s 
resources. The Board is accountable to the province and the public for the achievement of the public policy objectives of the Institute 
set by the government. Board meetings are open to all and past meeting minutes are available on the BCIT Website.

The BCIT Education Council (EdCo) focuses on academic matters, including: setting policies, criteria, and procedures for awards, 
academic standing, appeals, and examinations; defining curriculum content for courses; and advising the Board of Governors on 
developing educational policies, programs, or priorities. Past meeting minutes are available on the BCIT website.

——
BCIT Burnaby campus.

27 2022 British Columbia’s Top Employers [2022], Mediacorp Canada Inc.
28 2022 British Columbia’s Top Employers [2022], Mediacorp Canada Inc.
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Mandate Priority Reporting
As per the 2021/22 Mandate Letter from the Ministry to BCIT, the government has identified five overarching foundational principles to 
help inform the Institute’s policies and programs:

§ Putting people first

§ Lasting and meaningful reconciliation

§ Equity and anti-racism

§ A better future through fighting climate change

§ A strong, sustainable economy that works for everyone

BCIT continues to maintain strong commitments to supporting the Government of British Columbia and the Ministry in achieving and 
contributing to three key priorities. The following sections outline the responses to these priorities as stated in the 2021/22 Mandate 
Letter and the 2022/23 Minister’s Letter of Direction:

1. Continue to work with the Ministry to resume full on-campus learning and services for students, faculty and staff, following the 
direction and guidance of the Provincial Health Officer and the COVID-19 Go-Forward Guidelines for BC’s Post-Secondary Sector, 
and support your academic communities as you respond to COVID-19 impacts and recovery.

Safety, transparency, and accountability were of utmost importance to BCIT as it resumed on-campus learning in Fall 2021. The 
Ministry’s Guidelines, developed by a team of experts from the post-secondary sector, regional health authorities, the BC Centre 
for Disease Control, and approved by the Provincial Health Officer, have guided and supported BCIT through the pandemic. BCIT was 
directed by its Go-Forward Plan, which outlined protocols and guidelines for a safe return to campus; the Institute is now guided by 
a robust Communicable Disease Prevention Plan. BCIT has maintained a webpage dedicated to COVID-19 to provide students, staff, 
faculty, and visitors with up-to-date information about BCIT’s COVID-19 response and recovery. As well, employees can access FAQs 
on the BCIT intranet platform. Throughout COVID-19, BCIT has ensured compliance with WorkSafeBC and operational responses to 
the Health Authorities.

BCIT continues to consult and collaborate with the community on returning on-campus learning and services to pre-COVID-19 
levels. Since the start of COVID-19, and throughout the entirety of the pandemic, BCIT has held standing meetings with the unions 
representing the employee groups on campus. The BCIT Leadership team also engages in regular communication with the BCITSA. 
The Institute initiated the administration of the COVID-19 Vaccination survey, community townhall meetings, and the annual BCIT 
Student Check-in Survey. In addition to using the COVID-19 Go-Forward Guidelines for BC’s Post-Secondary Sector document, BCIT 
leveraged the results of the above surveys to develop its current and evolving plans to adapt to the COVID-19 pandemic. In 2020-
21, BCIT successfully returned 40% of programs to in-person learning, which aided BCIT in planning and preparing for a full and safe 
campus return in September 2021. As one of the first post-secondary institutions to return to in person leaning, BCIT was a model for 
the BC post-secondary sector that in-person programs could be run safely within the public health orders of the time.

To support Indigenous communities that continued to take increased safety measures throughout BCIT’s return to campus, students 
who had returned to their home communities were invited to connect with Indigenous Advisors and Elders via telephone and video 
calls. To accommodate students’ busy schedules, some of these sessions were made available during evenings and weekends. Focus 
groups for Elders and Indigenous youth, as well as many cultural workshops, were also offered remotely during this time, allowing 
greater reach and participation beyond the existing BCIT community.

2. Work with the Ministry and your communities, employers, and industry to implement post-secondary education and skills training 
initiatives for British Columbians, particularly those impacted by COVID-19 and vulnerable and underrepresented groups, to 
participate fully in economic recovery and growing career opportunities.

Micro-credentials

Through the different models and pathways of education provided by BCIT, the Institute is committed to supporting lifelong learning 
in the public post-secondary system. Under BCIT’s Strategic Plan, agile learning is one of the top priorities and deliverables, and is 
achieved through the renewal and growth of Part-time Studies and the implementation of micro-credentials. In early 2021, with the 
funding provided by the province and the Canada-BC Workforce Development agreement, BCIT launched its first micro-credential 
program. Following an initial pilot of three micro-credential programs, over 20 new micro-credential programs have been developed 
in support of both industry and community needs. To date, over 250 micro-credentials have been issued. 
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Co-op and Work Integrated Learning

BCIT continues to offer and expand on a range of WIL 
opportunities for students including apprenticeship, co-op, 
practicums, clinical placements, internships, directed studies, 
and capstone projects with industry. For programs with co-op, 
the Centre for Workplace Education worked with 490 students 
to secure 551 work terms during last fiscal year 2021/22. WIL 
is a core component of BCIT’s applied educational model and 
programming. BCIT is also a member of the national Business/
Higher Education Roundtable (BHER), where post-secondary 
advocates work with key business leaders across all sectors to 
expand WIL opportunities.

Career Planning

Providing a career-focused environment for students remains 
a consistent top priority for BCIT. With the deliverable to 
implement a hub for workforce services, BCIT will look to 
enhance the support provided to students in regards to career 
planning resources. These workforce services will provide 
Prior Learning Assessment & Recognition (PLAR), and provide 
individuals with an opportunity to reskill and transition their 
careers. The creation of the workforce hub is underway with a 
variety of new tools being developed and improved.

High-demand Occupations

BCIT is committed to offering programs aligned with high-demand occupations and priority sectors. New programs being developed 
in key areas of focus include: Magnetic Resonance Imaging (Diploma), Global Leadership (Graduate Certificate), Railway Conductor 
and Operations (Associate Certificate), Digital Marketing (Associate Certificate), Marine Mechanical Technician Foundation 
(Certificate) and Construction in Mass Timber Structures (Associate Certificate).

Following the transition of Heavy Mechanical Trades programming from Vancouver Community College (VCC) to BCIT on April 1, 2022, 
BCIT has added 4 foundation and 16 apprenticeship classes to its portfolio including Heavy Duty Equipment Technician, Diesel Engine 
Mechanic, Transport Trailer Technician, and Truck & Transport Mechanic. The additional classes at BCIT’s Annacis Island Campus (AIC) 
will address increased demand and access for regional training by employers.

Health-seat Expansion

In early 2022, in response to the growing needs of health care workers in the public health sector, the BC government announced 
additional funding for health-related seats to be added to public post-secondary institutions. BCIT was provided grants for 96 
additional seats in the Bachelor of Nursing program and 16 more seats in the Medical Laboratory Science program, both ramping up 
in September 2022. The Magnetic Resonance Imaging program will be adding a full-time cohort, which will offer 12 seats starting in 
January 2023.

Initiatives to Support Vulnerable and Underrepresented Groups

Woven throughout the BCIT Strategic Plan are deliverables to improve access and success of all students. The SEM Plan was 
launched to promote access and entrance, provide service excellence, engage learners, and foster student success. BCIT remains 
committed to continuing to increase Indigenous recruitment, retention, and completion rates, with the goal of achieving enrolments 
that mirror the regional Indigenous population. BCIT’s continuation of the INSPIRE campaign will raise funds for access and inclusion, 
among other priorities.

BCIT is represented in the Ministry-led Campus Navigator Community of Practice, supporting former youth in care to access post-
secondary education and achieve positive learning outcomes. Within the Community of Practice, BCIT participates in ongoing 
dialogue about best practices by collaborating and building relationships, and sharing knowledge and resources to help resolve 
issues related to supporting former youth in care.

——
Students participating in the 
Occulus Quest Virtual Simulation project.
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At BCIT, each student on the government tuition waiver program is supported by a Student Financial Aid and Awards (SFAA) 
Coordinator. They are provided with proactive supports including access to the Youth Futures Education Fund, general check-ins, 
and reminders of upcoming deadlines. These students are also reminded of and provided with referrals to other support services, 
including Indigenous Initiatives for those who self-identify as Indigenous.

The Institute has a robust Early Assist program, through which any BCIT community member can submit a referral for a student 
who may be facing barriers, or struggling academically or personally. Each student referred to Early Assist is contacted by a case 
manager, who will provide support for as long as necessary. Early Assist case managers are well positioned to coordinate wrap-
around supports for students, including referrals to services and supports within BCIT and in the wider community as appropriate.

Gender parity is another element identified in the target setting for optimum enrolment captured within the SEM Plan. BCIT continues 
to promote gender parity, especially in underrepresented fields. BCIT continues to offer a Trades Discovery for Women Associate 
Certificate, designed to introduce women to trades and promote gender parity in the trades sector. In early 2021, the Electrical 
Foundation Program launched a new and innovative curriculum to improve the recruitment and retention of female apprentices. In 
collaboration with the government and industry partners, BCIT piloted the co-ed Enhanced Foundation programs in October 2021 
and February 2022. These programs provide additional funding and reductions in tuition and supplies costs for female students 
through the Construction Trades Discovery Training Fund. As one of the four participating educational institutions, BCIT developed 
courses and workshops for the Athena Pathways Digital Supercluster initiative. Athena Pathways seeks to help address the gender 
gap in the tech sector, especially in Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Data Science (AI/ML/DS). Canadian women who 
completed the course, Topics in Computer Programming – Artificial Intelligence, received a full scholarship. The Institute is also 
committed to supporting access for equity-deserving and underrepresented groups, and intends to use Gender Based Analysis Plus 
(GBA+) in the assessment of plans.

In recognition of diversity in gender identity, BCIT students will see new gender and identity categories when creating or updating 
a BCIT ID. Students may update their gender information at any time using BCIT’s online self-service platform. The change to data 
collection is aligned with recommendations made by the BC Registrars Association through their work with the Ministry.

Student Safety and Well-being

In January 2022, BCIT participated in the Sexual Violence Perceptions Survey. The purpose of the survey was to help BC post-
secondary institutions and the Ministry better understand student perceptions of sexual violence in the BC System in order to help 
create a safer and healthier learning environment for students. Close to 17,000 BCIT students were contacted and approximately 625 
students shared their feedback. The Institute is currently waiting for the results of this survey.

Student mental health support is one of the main priorities for the BCIT holistic approach to student success. Under the enhanced 
learner services in well-being and resilience deliverable, BCIT implemented protocols to integrate referrals to the 24/7 provincial 
resources.

In 2022/23, BCIT commits to contributing to Ministry engagement on upcoming initiatives, including:

Implementation of Skilled Trades Certification

The Industry Training Authority recently announced the implementation of Skilled Trades Certification, with 10 trades initially chosen 
for implementation. As BC’s largest provider of trades training, BCIT engages frequently with the ITA on meeting training needs. In 
past years, BCIT has been commissioned by the Ministry to research Impact of Certification on Trades Skill in British Columbia. As 
well, BCIT President Kathy Kinloch was a member of the Strategic Advisory Working Group (SAWG) on Mandatory Certification.

To support programming needs for the 10 identified trades requiring certification, BCIT is actively working with the ITA to offer 
more seats to meet increased demand, where possible, in the programs aligned with these selected trades. In building the 2022/23 
training plan, the institution looked to offer more intakes in programs with strong demand and to address waitlists. Additionally, the 
Institute actively monitors program demand throughout the year and will increase seat offerings to help move students through the 
trades training system. BCIT will continue to work closely with the ITA throughout the coming years, and awaits further updates on 
implementation steps.

Ministry’s Sexualized Violence Policy Review

As the first post-secondary institution in the province to establish sexualized violence regulations, BCIT takes sexualized violence 
seriously. The Institute works to reduce sexualized violence through research, education, reporting, and policy. The findings from the 
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recent Sexual Violence Perceptions Survey will provide valuable research to help steer policy and education. To increase education 
on campus, work is underway to implement the BCCampus online education modules and update the BCIT repository of education 
and training tools. As well, BCIT is engaging on an anonymous reporting tool to ensure that sexualized violence does not go unnoticed 
while assuring the safety of those reporting to promote a speak-up culture. Finally, a review of the Sexual Violence and Misconduct 
Policy Act is scheduled for December 2023.

Additional Tech-Relevant Seat Expansions

The Ministry announced that they will be seeking proposals from public post-secondary institutions under an initiative to create 
2,000 additional tech-relevant seats. Building on the success of BCIT’s efforts from the previous technology-relevant program 
expansion, the institution is beginning to assess opportunities to support the Ministry initiative to increase tech-relevant seats.

3. Fully engage with government in implementing mandate commitments to support a future-ready post-secondary system and 
workforce, increasing access to post-secondary education and skills training and high opportunity jobs for British Columbians. 
This includes cross-government and stakeholder collaboration to support mandate commitments where education, innovation 
and equity play a role, and that builds upon government’s CleanBC strategy and supports a clean economic future.

Cross-Government and Stakeholder Collaboration

BCIT is fully committed to engaging with government and key stakeholders to support the labour market and the post-secondary 
system. Government continues to be a primary partner in the implementation of the Institute’s mandate priorities, with community 
and stakeholder engagement playing a critical role in establishing key initiatives and priorities. As an Institute with a strong 
connection to industry, stakeholder involvement was key to the development of the BCIT Strategic Plan, the Indigenous Vision, the 
SEM Plan, the Education Plan, and the Anti-Racism Framework. Additionally, BCIT Applied Research works with industry to provide 
innovative solutions to industry challenges. Stakeholder engagement is essential to the creation of a future-ready and accessible 
post-secondary institute that supports a clean economic future for everyone.

Tuition Policy

The institution continues to submit the annual tuition and mandatory fee data to the Ministry each year.

To uphold program affordability, BCIT complies with the Ministry’s Tuition Limit Policy and increased the 2021/22 tuition and 
mandatory fees by two percent for both domestic and international students.

Digital Services

BCIT is committed to implementing the EducationPlannerBC (EPBC) Application Service and will commence this project in 2022. 
Initial conversations with the Executive Director at EPBC to showcase EPBC 3.0 will commence in summer of 2022, after which BCIT 
will create an immediate plan and timeline for implementation. BCIT has changed course and has decided to start with the EPBC 
Application Service instead of the XML PSI transcript exchange. The admissions and systems teams at BCIT recently attended the 
EPBConnects day to get acquainted with the product.

As an institution with a strong focus on innovation, BCIT continues to develop new strategies and adapt to the ever-evolving learning 
environment. To support the transition to online learning, BCIT developed an eLearning Strategy Action Plan and implemented 
several digital learning strategies to provide education and assistance to faculty and students. Such digital strategies include 
the introduction of virtual classrooms, online support for faculty, an online Student Success Hub, and enhancements to the BCIT 
AppsAnywhere tool.

BCIT has continued to enhance its cybersecurity posture while ensuring measures are aligned with the provincial directives. 
Leveraging resources, processes, and standards from the Information Security Branch of the Office of the Chief Information Officer 
(ISB/OCIO), BCIT:

§ Runs an ongoing Cyber Awareness Program Cyber Awareness Program; and conducts regular simulated phishing campaigns and 
security threat risk assessments.

§ Invested in Cyber Security Insurance; contracted 24/7 monitoring and incident response support; enhanced core data centre 
security; and put artificial intelligence-based device protection in place.

§ Adopted ISB/OCIO’s IT Security/Technical Standards, Information Security Classification, and Cyber Incident Response processes; 
and engages with the Branch’s events, publications and pre-approved vendors.
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Looking ahead to next year, BCIT is committed to collaborating with government and its post-secondary peers on the following 
initiatives:

Funding Formula Review

BCIT will engage fully in the provincial funding review process, appreciating government’s emphasis on continued strength and 
coherence within the BC post-secondary education system, as the BC system adapts to changing circumstances. The institution 
has convened a small core team led by the CFO & VP Finance. The core team will seek guidance from senior leadership and the Board 
of Governors, and engage other BCIT stakeholders as needed. BCIT plans to respond to government’s invitation to prepare a written 
submission highlighting BCIT’s contributions to the system, as well as opportunities and challenges the institution faces. BCIT is 
looking forward to an upcoming opportunity to meet with Engagement Lead Don Wright before the end of June 2022.

Aligning Education and Skills Training with the BC Economic Plan

Aligning its education and skills training to meet the goals of the BC Economic Plan is important to BCIT. The Institute takes steps 
to support key areas of this plan in several ways, including fighting climate change and providing increased education and training 
opportunities.

Fighting Climate Change with Sustainability

BCIT has developed several new programs focusing on sustainable technologies and practices. These include a Master’s of 
Engineering in Smart Grid Systems and Technologies and two micro-credentials, Introductory Studies in Mass Timber Construction, 
and Essentials of Natural Resource and Environmental Protection, which aim to support a shift toward more sustainable 
construction and increased environmental literacy and awareness. BCIT has ongoing industry and community partnerships with a 
climate and sustainability focus; in collaboration with industry, the Institute’s Emission Reduction and Research Test Hub (ERRTH) is 
an applied research facility concerned with reducing and cleaning exhaust from heavy duty machinery. Within the community, BCIT 
maintains strong integration with industry through Integrated Industry Chairs, including a chair in Building Science and Sustainable 
Construction financed by BC Housing at $1M over five years. The Institute also works with municipalities to explore and advise on 
approaches and technologies for more sustainable cities. This action is based on a promise made at the Eco Cities conference as well 
as on one of the Institute’s Interdisciplinary Centres of Competence, which is focused on sustainability.

On its many campuses, BCIT’s efforts to reduce GHG and move toward new and clean technologies are also on track.

Increasing Training Opportunities

In an effort to increase training opportunities across the Institute, BCIT has launched its Agile Learning initiative to provide short-
cycle, responsive, and focused training aimed at those wishing to upskill and reskill. This has resulted in a number of new micro-
credential programs, providing almost 750 seats – one third of the provincial total. The Institute’s Open Multidisciplinary Credential 
framework, which facilitates the recognition of non-academic training such as Indigenous knowledge or industry certification, has 
also been created under Agile Learning.

In the health sector, BCIT recognizes the need for expanded training for healthcare workers to address critical staffing shortages. In 
addition to developing the new Health Sciences Centre, BCIT has expanded its Specialty Nursing program to a steady state of 1,000 
FTEs annually, and has reduced the duration of its Bachelor of Science in Nursing program from four years to three, allowing students 
to enter the workforce sooner.

These are a few examples of increased training opportunities that directly support the Ministry’s new Future Ready: Skills for the 
Jobs of Tomorrow plan. BCIT seeks to support this initiative by expanding healthcare training, education opportunities for adults and 
underrepresented groups, and skilled trades certification.

In addition to new and more diverse programming, BCIT has been working to increase enrolment and access to existing programs. 
The International Credential Evaluation Service (ICES) has increased processing time by one third, actively supporting the recognition 
of foreign credentials of immigrants. The Institute’s e-learning library, created during the pandemic, has been actively used to 
provide greater flexibility for learning and accessibility of resources.
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BCIT Performance Plan

BCIT Alignment with Ministry Strategic Directives
The table below provides an overview of the BCIT Strategic Plan’s three commitments and nine initiatives and how those align to 
support the system’s strategic objectives as outlined in the Accountability Framework.

BCIT STRATEGIC INITIATIVES SYSTEM STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVES

BCIT HIGH-LEVEL 
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
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N 1. Strengthen support and services for learners to promote 
success, well-being, and resilience.

2. Invest in faculty and staff development to advance our practice 
and encourage a dynamic culture of learning.

3. Redewsign processes, systems, and structures to enhance our 
agility and effectiveness and to embed sustainability.

Capacity 

Access 

Quality

∆ Learner demand

∆ Quality of educational 
experience

∆ Investment in people

∆ Advancement of respect, 
diversity, and inclusion

∆ Operational effectiveness

∆ Industry collaboration

∆ Extent of Indigenization

∆ BCIT brand strength

∆ Campus sustainability

∆ Fiscal sustainability
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N 4. Reimagine flexible studies and extend offerings and credential 

models to facilitate reskilling and improve learner access.

5. Anchor BCIT as a leader in interdisciplinary and integrative 
learning methodologies that ensure job readiness and career 
mobility.

6. Cultivate exceptional learning environments and communities 
through technology and sustainable campus development.

Capacity
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Quality

Efficiency
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7. Infuse Indigenous knowledge and practices throughout the 
organization and within our partnerships to mobilize broader 
societal change.

8. Reinvent how we work with industry and peers to drive 
economic, social, and environmental prosperity in BC and 
beyond.

9. Foster and sustain an open, engaged, and multicultural 
community of BCIT learners, faculty, staff, and alumni.

Capacity 

Access

Efficiency

——
BCIT Renewable Energy 
Electrical Systems students.
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 Strategic Goals and Directives

BCIT Strategic Plan
The BCIT Strategic Plan 2019–2023 is the result of a comprehensive engagement process. Surveys, community consultations, 
workshops, stakeholder interviews, and open houses were conducted as part of the engagement and information-gathering process. 
Over 9,000 stakeholders took part, including BCIT Indigenous leaders, students and alumni, donors, faculty and staff, employers, 
government, peers, and union partners.

Several trajectory-setting initiatives contributed to the start of the Strategic Plan 2019–2023. The Education Plan was created to 
improve BCIT’s strategic education position. The launch of Strategic Enrolment Management (SEM) Plan will help BCIT achieve its 
enrolment goals, priorities, and actions. The creation of the Learning and Teaching Framework, together with the Campus Development 
Plan and INSPIRE fundraising campaign, also informed the Strategic Plan. The BCIT rebrand and the distillation of the Institute’s values 
were other important components.

In the context of rapid change, employers are seeking a combination of technical skills and practical experience. BCIT’s unique 
education model perfectly aligns to deliver on these expectations. In addition, BCIT has the ability and the responsibility to advance 
environmental health, as well as to enrich the community through Indigenization, reconciliation, and anti-racism.

Times of infl ection are also times for refl ection. Through the 2020 review of the Strategic Plan, BCIT decided to extend the plan by one 
year and articulated three Institute priorities: Agile Learning; Digital Transformation; and Partnership in Provincial Resilience. Each 
represents a response to the requirements of learners, employees, and industry at this juncture. Each also represents not only an 
opportunity to mitigate immediate risk, but an opportunity for BCIT to optimally position the Institute for the long term.

BCIT therefore makes three commitments. Each commitment will be met through three initiatives.

COMMITMENT 1:

BCIT is people-focused. Investing in learner success, employee talent, and an enabling infrastructure is fundamental to its vision 
of empowering people. BCIT will:

§ strengthen support and services for learners to promote success, well-being, and resilience;

§ invest in faculty and staff development to advance our practice and encourage a dynamic culture of learning; and,

§ redesign processes, systems, and structures to enhance our agility and effectiveness and to embed sustainability.

COMMITMENT 2:

BCIT provides future-proof applied education. The urgent need for renewal is explicitly acknowledged. BCIT’s fi rst Education Plan 
provides an evidence-informed roadmap for change. BCIT will:

§ reimagine fl exible studies and extend offerings and credential models to facilitate reskilling and improve learner access;

§ anchor BCIT as a leader in interdisciplinary and integrative learning methodologies that ensure job readiness and career mobility; 
and,

§ cultivate exceptional learning environments and communities through technology and sustainable campus development.

COMMITMENT 3:

BCIT contributes through globally relevant connections, focusing effort on collaborations that will be of greatest value both to society 
and to those collaborating. BCIT will:

§ infuse Indigenous knowledge and practices throughout the organization and within our partnerships to mobilize broader societal 
change;

§ reinvent how we work with industry and peers to drive economic, social, and environmental prosperity in BC and beyond; and,

§ foster and sustain an open, engaged, and multicultural community of BCIT learners, faculty, staff, and alumni.
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Strategic Priorities Underway

Anti-Racism Framework
During the past year, BCIT has taken many steps to further equity and diversity amongst students and staff, including the completion 
of a number of priority actions identified in the Anti-Racism Framework, which was launched in 2021. Some of the priority actions 
included:

§ Developed and delivered new workshops for staff and for 
students such as “Inclusion in the Classroom” and “Respect 
in the Learning and Working Environment.”

§ Launched an inaugural Black Excellence Event to recognize 
the struggle of Black and marginalized Canadians and further 
conversation about anti-racism and unity among ethnic 
groups.

§ Initiated data collection for demographic data of staff and 
students to help understand the various ethnic backgrounds 
across the Institute.

§ Produced a monthly newsletter from the Respect, Diversity, 
and Inclusion (RDI) Office.

§ Organized and facilitated various workshops which were led 
by Diversity Circles.

§ Created plain language guides on a variety of topics, 
including:

§ Accommodation of Students (for non-disability related 
requests).

§ Human Rights.

§ Creating an Inclusive Committee.

§ Harassment and Discrimination Complaint Process.

An Indigenous Vision: A framework for action and accountability
BCIT is deeply committed to Truth, Reconciliation, and Indigenization. The introduction of An Indigenous Vision: A framework for action 
and accountability, introduced in 2019, provides a focal point for the celebration of BCIT’s 25-year commitment to the enrolment 
and success of Indigenous learners. As of March 2021, the Indigenous 101 training and module have been accessed by 60% of BCIT 
employees, three Indigenous Awareness Modules are in use by faculty and staff, and the Indigenous Wellness Toolkit is almost complete 
after being delayed by COVID-19. Indigeneity is increasingly reflected in the curriculum and teaching practices at BCIT, and the Institute 
is active in community outreach and program delivery across the province.

An Indigenous Vision is the culmination of a year-long, face-to-face consultation process augmented by responses to a written survey. 
The response was truly inspiring and reassuring, not only in terms of the scale of engagement, but also because it became clear that 
Indigenization was already well underway in many areas of the BCIT community.

Bold and ambitious, An Indigenous Vision is simple and clear. BCIT aspires to a future in which:

§ BCIT is the first-choice post-secondary institution for Indigenous learners in BC;

§ Well-developed pathways exist to support Indigenous learner transition to and from BCIT; and,

§ Indigeneity is embedded and active across BCIT.

The Institute’s main areas of focus in operationalizing the Vision align with both the Colleges and Institutes Canada principles and the 
Vision objectives. With the learner at the center of planning, the Vision identifies three types of actions:

§ Inclusion actions are people-focused and intent on building awareness and understanding around Truth, Reconciliation, 
Indigenization, the legacy of Colonization, and the contemporary reality of Canada and Indigenous people.

§ Accountability actions strive to create an environment in which all learners, and specifically Indigenous learners, find themselves 
reflected across the Institute and supported by programs, policies, and services designed to meet their needs.

§ Relationship actions foster a culture in which respect and collaboration underpin all that we do. Based on authentic and 
sustainable partnerships, these actions represent progress towards a future in which we work together to promote the place and 
space of Indigenous people.
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The Vision complements the three commitments in the BCIT Strategic Plan, as refl ected in the objectives of An Indigenous Vision:

People Vision
In January 2022, BCIT launched its fi rst People Vision, which describes the people 
goals and priorities of the Institute. Developed through extensive consultative and 
collaborative work with stakeholders across the Institute since 2019, the People 
Vision is representative of the community who helped create this shared vision that 
will guide BCIT over the coming years.

The People Vision communicates the objectives and priorities for empowering BCIT 
employees. It focuses on three objectives that fall under the themes of Growth, 
Effectiveness, and Culture. Foundational, but also aspirational, these objectives 
create the focal points for the People Vision.

To advance these objectives and priorities, fi ve core areas were identifi ed as being 
fundamental to BCIT employees and to the institution’s commitment to be a people-
fi rst organization: 

WELLNESS Support for our people in prioritizing their health by leading a balanced lifestyle, underpinned by the creation of a 
workplace where employees can thrive

EMPOWERMENT An approach that equips and enables employees to work productively and confi dently in ways that advance the 
mission of BCIT

ACCOUNTABILITY Systems that motivate and support responsibility and initiative in how employees fulfi ll their current roles and 
prepare themselves for future roles

TALENT Practices that help BCIT attract, develop, promote, and retain employees, enabling both personal growth and 
institutional capacity building

CONNECTEDNESS Mechanisms that leverage individual employee contributions in ways that yield more than the sum of the parts, 
inspiring a shared sense of purpose

People-focused Organization

1. Support for the whole person

2. Visible integration of Indigenous values, traditions, and ways of knowing

3. Policies and practices that enable the success of learners, faculty, and staff

Future-proof Applied Education

4. Relevant, refl ective, and respectful curriculum

5.  Access and inclusion for Indigenous learners—fi nancial, academic, cultural, and physical

6.  Preparation for economic independence through skills acquisition and the BCIT learning model

Globally Relevant Connections 

7. Sustained Indigenous partnerships and stakeholder engagement

8. Standard-setting approach to Indigenous integration with industry

9.  Collaboration with our post-secondary peers in promoting Truth and advancing Reconciliation
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Partnership in Provincial Resilience
The vision is for BCIT to drive strategic workforce development in support of economic recovery across BC. Complementary to 
established programming, interdisciplinary design and open credentialing form key components for what has been dubbed “resilient 
recovery” — the acceleration of the provincial and national economy in a strategic and sustainable way. The key components include:

§ Establishment of micro-credentials as a new currency in skill building;

§ Development of a social justice strategy to help embed diversity and inclusion in the workforce; and

§ Applied research and industry collaborations to advance sustainability knowledge and practice.

Consistent with other aspects of the Strategic Plan, BCIT’s focus is provincial, but its context is global. BCIT’s work in new models 
of credentialing to facilitate reskilling and upskilling is pivotal for the economy, drawing upon proprietary BCIT activity in open 
multidisciplinary credentials and prior learning assessment and recognition. The drive towards sustainability and equity is pivotal for 
society, leveraging unique BCIT expertise and resources from environmental innovations, to Indigenous 101, and Women in Trades 
programs.

Internationalization Strategy
Each year, thousands of international students choose BCIT’s applied and practitioner-oriented portfolio of offerings to acquire the 
technical skills associated with their chosen fields.

Launched in 2021, the BCIT Internationalization Plan has set BCIT on a track towards a balanced approach to international learning. The 
Institute’s geography, regional history, and existing relationships create a powerful advantage that enables BCIT to build and sustain 
connections throughout the world. BCIT attracts new talent and creates partnerships that help advance the provincial economy and 
enrich society in British Columbia.

BCIT’s Internationalization Plan has identified three priorities:

§ Attract and support international students and faculty to create a more diverse learning community.

§ Enrich student and employee experience through international engagement.

§ Strengthen connections that build global and provincial capacity and advance the internationalization of education.

In the past decade, BCIT has delivered international credential programs to more than 6,000 students through more than 20 partner 
institutes in Brazil, Chile, China, South Korea, and Vietnam. To date, the Institute has established international study agreements with 
more than 200 institutes and organizations worldwide. The BCIT polytechnic model of applied education has become an icon abroad 
and continues to be sought-after in the emerging countries where human capital is key to the success of local economy.

Although international enrolment was tremendously impacted by travel constraints resulting from the continued pandemic, substantial 
supports and services were provided to every international student, ensuring that the Institute followed both provincial and federal 
governments’ guidance for international student travel and quarantine.

Strategic Enrolment Management (SEM) Plan 2020-2023
The SEM Plan was launched as part of the Strategic Plan to address BCIT’s enrolment cycle from end-to-end—from planning through to 
retention, completion, and transition to alumni. The SEM Plan is built to channel and support activity in three fundamental areas. These 
three priorities will be paramount in all efforts to embed and evolve strategic enrolment management at BCIT:

Student Access and Entrance: BCIT will take a more intentional Institute approach to recruitment and admission, supporting student 
decision-making through advisory support and financial assistance that seeks to clarify and streamline program pathways and remove 
barriers to enrolment.

The BCIT Experience: BCIT will create a distinctive learning environment that delivers a transformative student experience, reinforced 
through coordinated relationship management and consistent delivery of messaging throughout the student journey.

Student Success: Building upon the commitment to the people at BCIT, the Institute will advance changes in services, academic 
supports, and program structures that reinforce student well-being, ensuring that students are equipped to apply themselves in their 
learning. 
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Implementation of the Plan is underway with the following initiatives taking place:

§ In conjunction with the SEM group, the Part-time Studies Alignment Project launched a pilot on January 10, 2022 to update 
entrance requirements for admissions to part-time programs to align them to their full-time equivalents. The outcome of this will 
prepare students for success while also recognizing both full-time and part-time paths to completion.

§ BCIT has been working on successful applicant profile statements to attract a stronger pool of applicants, foster transparency in 
candidate selection, and more strategically focus recruitment efforts. Some programs also found value in the guided and holistic 
analysis of the applicant pool, beyond application numbers, that resulted from this initiative.

§ BCIT has initiated planning for a first Student Recruitment function, with a focus on prospective students within Canada, to 
drive an Institute-level coordinated approach towards optimum enrolment for both full-time and part-time studies. To date, 
recruitment scans of 30 internal stakeholders and 13 post-secondary institutions have been completed, and work continues on 
resourcing and completing stakeholder consultations.

BCIT is also actively supporting the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) initiative with an initial focus on student recruitment. 
In Student Access & Entrance, admission processes and access for underrepresented and equity-deserving groups are being worked 
on. Under The BCIT Experience, initiatives for web optimization and clearer presentation of tuition fee information are being explored. 
Finally, under Student Success, work is underway with the Agile Learning and Academic Planning & Quality Assurance departments to 
strengthen Institute-level enrolment and retention.

Education Plan 2019–2022
In 2017 and 2018, through a community conversation known as Ed Talks, BCIT faculty and staff discussed imminent challenges and 
opportunities facing the Institute. To preserve BCIT’s distinction as BC’s premier polytechnic institute, there is a need to actively 
develop new products and methodologies. “Distinction through Differentiation” captures this theme.

The core strategy to reach this goal will be an increased emphasis on interdisciplinarity, the blending and collaboration between two or 
more different fields of knowledge.

This core strategy will be realized through three areas of focus:

§ Interdisciplinary programming: The development of new programs in a collaborative and shared manner across several BCIT 
schools to address emerging fields such as Digital Health or Smart Cities. This creates an opportunity for students to customize a 
part of their education through electives and content from other subject areas.

§ Open multi-disciplinary credentials: The opportunity to achieve academic standing by accumulating credits through discrete, 
non-related courses.

§ Shared centres of competence: Interdisciplinary teams and distinct faculties that provide leadership, best practices, research, 
support, and education for a focus area. In conjunction with external partners, the centres pursue global recognition and serve as 
a hub for BCIT’s technological expertise.

The above strategies recognize that BCIT continues to support the province in an environment of ever-increasing complexity. 
Methodologies and approaches must be developed, and in some instances improved, to complement the Institute’s existing business 
model. As the future of work changes, BCIT is committed to remaining the best choice for strategic workforce development.

Agile Learning
The vision for Agile Learning is for BCIT to become a recognized leader for providing personalized education, relevant in an ever-
changing global context. The key components include:

§ continued renewal and growth in Part-time Studies (PTS) programming;

§ rapid development and launch of micro-credentials;

§ adapted and expanded models of Work Integrated Learning (WIL); and

§ new peer and industry partnerships to enhance and expand BCIT’s offerings.

The first three target the sharp growth in demand for learning that is modular, flexible, and applied—all of which are areas of differential 
strength for BCIT and even more important as the economy reshapes and rebounds. In addition to customized industry training, the 
fourth element may include collaborations through which BCIT works with its peer institutions in new ways to educate learners across 
the province as the sector settles post-pandemic. “Agile Learning” will be a highly contested domain as other institutions recognize the 
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trends, but BCIT has the ability and credibility to prevail. Outstanding education and student experience are the primary objectives, with 
employers being a key beneficiary. Success in Agile Learning will also lead recruitment and retention of highly skilled instructors.

Micro-credentials
Micro-credentials provide learners with industry-focused, applied competencies that allow them to rapidly upskill or reskill, build 
resiliency, and stay ahead of workplace trends. As the workforce reshapes due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the launch of micro-
credentials comes at a pivotal time for BCIT and the province.

BCIT’s commitment to developing these industry-relevant micro-credentials in an agile and responsive manner has put the Institute 
at the forefront of this rapidly-evolving component of post-secondary education. BCIT is also partnering with other institutions and 
industry leaders to develop relevant micro-credentials. One example is the Essentials of Natural Resource micro-credential, which 
was formulated in partnership with Vancouver Island University.

To date, over 250 micro-credentials have been issued from the Institute through the following BCIT schools:

§ Business + Media: 42 micro-credentials

§ Computing & Academic Studies: 12 micro-credentials

§ Construction & the Environment: 185 micro-credentials 

§ Energy: 14 micro-credentials

Since the launch of its first ever micro-credential in 2021, BCIT has been in the process of developing many new micro-credential 
programs and courses, some of which are listed below:
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∆ Applied Circular Economy: Zero Waste Buildings

∆ Essential Field Skills for Environmental Professionals

∆ Intro to Forest Health Quantification Using RPAS

∆ Advanced Forensic Nurse Examiner MC Program

∆ Animal Cell Culture

∆ Breast Sonography

∆ Food Safety Management

∆ Forensic Nurse Examiner MC Program

∆ Musculoskeletal Sonography

∆ Developing Preventive Controls and HACCP Plans
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IA ∆ Art of Photography

∆ Environmental, Social, Governance Fundamentals

∆ Freelance Producing

∆ Investigative Research

∆ Script Supervision and Continuity for Film and TV

∆ Cybersecurity Analysis for Network Administrator

∆ Cybersecurity Essentials for IT Professionals

∆ Low-Code Mobile Application Development

∆ Programming Fundamentals with Python

∆ Essentials of Data Networks (in development) CO
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IP ∆ Essentials of Net Zero and Passive House Construction

∆ Introductory Studies in Mass Timber Construction

∆ Supervising Net-Zero and Passive House Buildings 
Construction

∆ Canadian Employment Readiness (CER)

∆ Communication for Team-based Collaboration

∆ Essentials For International Student Travel (in development)
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Sustainability Vision
BCIT’s Sustainability Vision is an exercise in tenacity and change management, underpinned by cross-functional and interdisciplinary 
collaboration, which draws from the Strategic Plan. The key initiatives are:

§ Process and system redesign: redesign processes, systems, and structures to enhance BCIT’s agility and effectiveness and to 
embed sustainability.

§ Augmented and sustainable environments: cultivate exceptional learning environments and communities through technology 
and sustainable campus development.

§ New models of collaboration: reinvent how we work with industry and peers to drive economic, social, and environmental 
prosperity in British Columbia and beyond.

In 2021, BCIT completed its first Institute-wide comprehensive accountability reporting through the Sustainability Tracking and 
Reporting System (STARS) from the Association for Advancement in Higher Education (AASHE), and achieved a Silver Rating
for sustainability accomplishments. The Institute Sustainability team also assessed BCIT’s contribution to the seventeen global 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and presented Lunch and Learn sessions on the SDGs and campus waste reduction to over 100 
students, faculty, and staff.

Institute Sustainability, including the Centre for Ecocities, provided employment opportunities to eleven BCIT students and recent 
grads throughout 2021, and is developing greater collaborations on campus sustainability with the BCIT Student Association.

In partnership with UN-Habitat and Colleges and Institutes Canada, the Centre for Ecocities delivered the Climate Changemakers
Youth Leadership curriculum to 120 youth from 14 countries who are seeking skills and knowledge to tackle the most critical global 
challenges. The Centre for Ecocities also completed its Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council funded research on how cities 
are measuring and managing living within Earth’s carrying capacity. Related journal articles are now being finalized for publication.

BCIT students, faculty, and staff presented at the Ecocity World Summit hosted by Delft University in February 2022. The 
presentations focused on integrating sustainability and Indigenization; empowering citizens to reduce their ecological footprints; 
wetland building as restorative living lab for applied learning; and transit use, pollution, and socioeconomic status in major cities.

——
Ecological Restoration students 
work on the BCIT Guichon Creek 

restoration project.
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Process and System Redesign
One of the nine initiatives in BCIT’s Strategic Plan is to redesign processes, systems, and structures in order to enhance agility, 
effectiveness, and to embed sustainability. This past year, BCIT has accomplished the following:

§ Completed the public website redesign, moving the Institute into a continuous improvement cycle.

§ Began migrating productivity tools such as email and document storage to the cloud to align with the expectations of students, 
faculty, and staff, and in order to improve security posture.

§ Continued modernizing core student, human resources, and finance systems through upgraded modules such as the new 
Employee Self-Service dashboard.

§ Implemented a new IT service catalogue, and matured service management processes and toolsets in areas such as Human 
Resources in order to streamline internal processes, increase agility, and improve service.

BCIT’s Information Technology Services (ITS) team continues to strive to address impediments to excellence, innovation, and agility.

INSPIRE—The Comprehensive Campaign for BCIT
INSPIRE is BCIT’s largest comprehensive campaign and is integral in supporting BCIT as it ushers in a new era for students, faculty, and 
the province. The campaign focuses on three key pillars:

§ Campus Redevelopment: The INSPIRE Campaign will replace 40+ year-old structures at the end of their lifespan with thoughtfully 
designed greenspaces and state-of-the-art equipped, sustainably constructed facilities that aim to enhance the social and 
educational experience of students on the 130-acre Burnaby campus.

§ Learning and Teaching Innovation: The INSPIRE Campaign will invest in innovative teaching methods such as simulation, virtual 
reality, and augmented reality to provide immersive, interactive, experiential learning opportunities that integrate real-world 
environments, workflows, and interdisciplinary interactions into the classroom.

§ Access and Inclusion: The INSPIRE Campaign will work to remove financial and other barriers that prevent students from receiving 
an education. BCIT’s commitment is to provide holistic support for Indigenous learners, fostering an inclusive environment, 
helping remote students access education, and providing a safe environment for Indigenous students.

The Campus Redevelopment Plan is a key strategic initiative. BCIT Burnaby Campus will be re-envisioned as a learning community with 
next-generation spaces that will be conducive to collaboration, innovation, and research. The campus will construct three new state-
of-the-art buildings which will enhance and expand the educational experience of BCIT students:

§ Health Sciences Centre (opening September 2022)

§ Tall Timber Student Housing (in development)

§ Trades & Technology Complex (in development)

The campus will come alive with new greenways and bike lanes, renewed public spaces and the urban ecological restoration of Guichon 
Creek will bring a weaving waterway to life across campus.

Total funds raised to date for the INSPIRE Campaign are $102.4M including $89.0M secured, with a further $13.4M in contribution 
agreements being finalized. The funds have been designated to the three campaign pillars as follows:

§ Campus Redevelopment $38.8M;

§ Learning & Teaching Innovation: $24.2M; and,

§ Access & Inclusion: $26.0M.

Through the INSPIRE Campaign, BCIT will prepare students to overcome tomorrow’s challenges by providing them with new skills and 
learning opportunities, and increasing collaboration across all faculties.
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Burnaby Campus Development Plan
Campus development is a key focus area for BCIT. A vital 
component of this initiative is advancing a viable Campus 
Development Plan for the Burnaby campus. In addition to major 
changes to campus infrastructure, streetscapes, and land use, 
the plan informs the development of capital projects such as 
the Health Sciences Centre (HSC), Tall Timber Student Housing 
(TTSH), and the Trades and Technology Complex (TTC).

The recently completed HSC offers a unique healthcare 
educational experience. The facility integrates the simulation of 
direct patient care, indirect patient care, and allied health and 
laboratory science. This building design seeks WELL building 
standard certification and Rick Hansen Foundation accessibility 
certification.

The TTSH project will provide over 450 much-needed student 
housing units with self-contained studio and communal living 
units. The building will also provide a variety of student lounges, 
project rooms and outdoor student commons to support student 
life for all students living on campus. The project supports BCIT’s ambitious goals to reduce its institutional carbon footprint and to 
showcase innovative building techniques like mass timber construction. The completed building will meet the BC Energy Step Code 4 
and will be one of the largest mass timber structures in BC.

The TTC is an integrated, multi-phase project that supports the growing demand for trades training in support of industry-driven labour 
demand. The creation of a centralized hub in the existing trades area will contribute to a new trades identity. The new building will seek 
to achieve an energy efficient Net-Zero GHG design standard.

BCIT and Industry
BCIT continues to seek out new opportunities to engage with leading businesses from various industry sectors, in order to establish 
partnerships that benefit students and the Institute. Some partnerships of note include:

§ In 2021, BCIT has partnered with Siemens Canada, Denesoline Corporation (Łutsël K’é Dene First Nation’s wholly-owned 
subsidiary), and the Digital Supercluster, to announce its investment in empowering Indigenous communities by creating an online 
virtual experiential training platform in Clean Energy Power Plants, which will allow Indigenous communities to operate, maintain, 
and upkeep clean energy microgrid systems.

§ BCIT is aligned with CleanBC Roadmap to 2030 and well positioned to train general contractors and developers on the new green 
construction methods. The Institute also launched two new micro-credential programs focusing on construction of Zero Energy 
Emissions Buildings. BCIT Zero Energy Buildings Learning Centre developed in partnership with BC Housing, BC Hydro, FortisBC, 
Vancity, and the Real Estate Foundation of BC.

§ Seaspan Shipyards is investing $1.65M over five years to fund a new research chair and a supporting centre of expertise at BCIT, 
the Centre of Welding Technologies and Metallurgy Research Chair. It will be the first at BCIT to be exclusively based on funding 
and collaboration with an industry partner. The Chair will enhance BC-based industrial research capabilities in advanced welding 
and metallurgy – two of the most foundational and critical areas of marine manufacturing.

§ The ongoing partnership between the Cisco Networking Academy and the BCIT Computer Information Systems Administration 
(CISA) program provides computer information system curriculum development and training.

§ In 2022, BCIT Forensics has partnered with International Council of E-Commerce Consultants (“EC-Council”) to offer access to 
certification courses in cybersecurity, which are aimed at law enforcement, working professionals, and investigators who require 
up-to-date training in network security, ethical hacking, and forensic hacking investigation.

§ The Nautical Sciences department in the School of Transportation (SoT), is in the second year of its newly introduced Enhanced 
Bridge Watch Rating program for Indigenous students in Kitimat. The program is supported by industry partners BC Ferries, 
Seaspan, Western Canada Marine Response Corporation, and others.

§ BCIT School of Construction and the Environment (SoCE) successful launched the Associate Certificate in the Fundamentals of 
Water and Wastewater program in partnership with Environmental Operators Certification Program (ECOP).

——
Render of the 

Trades and Technology Complex.
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§ Canadian construction company EllisDon is a sponsor for the Student Innovation Challenge. The Student Innovation Challenge 
helps to create an inclusive space for innovation and encourages students to turn their bright ideas into business plans and 
prototypes, which may eventually be commercialized.

§ A $1M donation made by the Gene Haas Foundation to BCIT is contributing to a renovation in the machine shop to enhance the 
educational environment for the School of Energy Machinist program.

Post-secondary Partnerships
BCIT continues to establish partnerships within the education sector, both nationally and internationally:

§ In partnership with Vancouver Island University, BCIT has developed an Essentials of Natural Resource and Environmental 
Protection (MENREP) micro-credential.

§ Clear Seas is launching the 2022 edition of Indigenous Internship Program, in collaboration with Mitacs and with BCIT as the 
main educational partner. The program builds capacity in Indigenous communities by providing opportunities for students, and 
prioritizes the inclusion of Traditional Knowledge in research on impacts of marine shipping on coastal communities in Canada.

§ The second offering of the SoT Aviation Explorer program is underway. Aviation Explorer is an innovative high school dual credit 
program created in collaboration with the Surrey School District and BCIT. The program is designed to allow high school students 
to explore and sample aviation educational and career pathways.

§ BCIT signed an articulation agreement with Canadian University Dubai to allow their Year Three students to enter into BCIT’s 
bachelor degree program in the School of Computing and Academic Studies (SoCAS).

§ A new Study Abroad agreement was signed with West Ukrainian National University in Ternipol.

§ BCIT is one of the five consortium institutions awarded with two international development projects by the Colleges and Institutes 
Canada (CICan) for the Young Africa Works projects at a total value of $2.5M funded by the Mastercard Foundation. BCIT will 
partner with College of the Rockies, Vancouver Island University, and North Island College to work on curriculum development and 
teachers training in trades and vocational programs to assist Kenyan institutions to improve and develop technical programs.

Performance Measures, Targets, and Results
The performance measures listed below align with the Ministry goals and objectives as defined by the 2021/22 Accountability 
Framework. Measures are provided along with a brief summary of the results.

System Objective 1: Capacity
The Ministry’s Strategic Objective of Capacity is designed to ensure the BC public post-secondary system has sufficient capacity to 
meet the evolving needs of the province.

STUDENT SPACES (FTE) 2020/21
ACTUAL

2021/22
TARGET

2021/22
ACTUAL

2021/22 
ASSESSMENT

Total Student Spaces 12,514 12,724 12,640 Substantially Achieved

Nursing and other allied health programs 2,480 2,938 2,570 Not Achieved

Developmental 220 225 207 Substantially Achieved

Performance Measure description: the number of full-time equivalent (FTE) student enrolments delivered overall and in designated program areas.

Historically BCIT has consistently achieved and exceeded the Ministry’s target for total student spaces. In 2021/22, BCIT substantially 
achieved the target, ultimately delivering 99.3% utilization on the Ministry’s total student spaces. This is an increase over the last two 
years where the utilization rates were 98%. In recent years, the softening demand of domestic students along with steady increases 
of international students have impacted BCIT’s utilization rates. Enrolment has further been affected by COVID-19. Actions are 
currently underway to help increase domestic activity to enable BCIT to achieve and exceed its target over the next few years. Some of 
these actions include: active monitoring of applicant demand and seat management in full-time programs, development of retention 
strategies within the BCIT schools, implementation of the SEM Plan which will include optimum enrolment and internal targets, 
expanded recruitment and marketing activities, and innovative programming as identified in BCIT’s Education Plan.
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BCIT delivered close to 2,600 student FTEs in Nursing, Specialty Nursing, and Allied Health programs in 2021/22, which is an increase 
of 3.6% from the previous year. The Nursing Degree program underwent a design change which impacted the initial delivery of student 
FTEs. New changes to the program have been implemented and looking towards 2022/23 the FTE target will be recalibrated to better 
align with the program delivery. 

CREDENTIALS AWARDED 2020/21
ACTUAL

2021/22
TARGET

2021/22
ACTUAL

2021/22 
ASSESSMENT

Number 6,091 6,091 5,921 Substantially Achieved

Performance Measure description: the average number of credentials awarded to domestic students by public post-secondary institutions in the most recent three years.

Credentials awarded by BCIT to domestic and international graduates have increased 7.0% over the past five years, from 7,221 in 
2016/17 to 7,755 in 2020/21. This growth can be mainly attributed to advanced credentials, graduate certificates, and master’s 
programs.

System Objective 2: Access
The Ministry’s Strategic Objective of Access ensures that the BC public post-secondary system provides equitable and affordable 
access for residents.

INDIGENOUS STUDENT SPACES 2020/21
ACTUAL

2021/22
TARGET

2021/22
ACTUAL

2021/22 
ASSESSMENT

Total Indigenous Student Spaces29 787

815

726 Not Achieved

Ministry [AEST] 379 421

Industry Training Authority (ITA) 408 305

Performance Measure description: number of full-time equivalent (FTE) enrolments of Indigenous students delivered in all program areas.

Indigenous FTEs at BCIT decreased by 7.8% over the previous year, achieving a total FTE count of 726 Indigenous learners. The main 
driver of this decrease is the reduced capacities in trades training to accommodate the COVID-19 physical distancing requirements 
in the shops and classrooms. This assessment is reflective of student activity between April 2020 and March 2021. During 2021/22, 
BCIT saw Indigenous enrolments recover as students returned to campus and COVID-19 measures were modified. The Institute 
experienced some of the highest Indigenous headcounts, with an increase of 14% compared to 2020/2130. BCIT’s reputation and legacy 
are key factors in helping drive this growth and, over the coming year, the institution will be expanding its engagement with Indigenous 
communities.

Indigenous students are enrolled in many areas of programming at BCIT, including engineering and applied sciences, business and 
management, and trades; particularly as apprentices in the electrical, carpentry, metal fabricator, and plumbing fields31.

The Institute will continue to seek out opportunities for Indigenous learners through consultation with key partners and stakeholders. 
BCIT will be an important partner in ensuring the post-secondary experience is positive and supportive for Indigenous learners, while 
creating clear pathways to success, from K–12 to employment. The institution is in the third year of implementing the BCIT Indigenous 
Vision. The Institute is actioning its Indigenous Vision to ensure systemic change and student success. 

29 Results from the 2021/22 reporting year are based on data from the 2020/21 fiscal year; results from the 2020/21 reporting period are based on data from the 2019/20 fiscal year.
30 BCIT Student Information Systems, fiscal year 2021/22
31 Central Data Warehouse (CDW) FTE Datamart, Ministry of Advanced Education and Skills Development (May 2021)
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System Objective 3: Quality
The Ministry’s Strategic Objective of Quality ensures that the BC public post-secondary system provides quality through enriched 
educational experiences that meet the learning objectives of students.

STUDENT SATISFACTION WITH EDUCATION
2020/21 ACTUAL 2021/22

TARGET

2021/22 ACTUAL 2021/22 
ASSESSMENT

2021/22 PSI

% % % +/- %

Former diploma, associate degree and 
certificate students 93.5% 0.6%

≥ 90%

91.6% 0.6% Achieved 91.6%

Trades foundation and trades-related 
vocational graduates32 94.9% 1.1% 91.7% 1.5% Achieved 90.5%

Former apprenticeship students 92.5% 1.4% 89.7% 1.6% Achieved 92.6%

Bachelor degree graduates 94.2% 1.6% 94.8% 1.5% Achieved 93.0%

Performance Measure description: percentage of students who were very satisfied or satisfied with the education they received.

Note: BC post-secondary Institutions, excluding research intensive universities, minus BCIT for 2021.

As in previous years, BCIT has continued to surpass the Ministry target on students’ satisfaction with education.

STUDENT ASSESSMENT OF THE QUALITY OF 
INSTRUCTION

2020/21 ACTUAL 2021/22
TARGET

2021/22 ACTUAL 2021/22 
ASSESSMENT

2021/22 PSI

% +/- % +/- %

Former diploma, associate degree, and 
certificate students 95.3% 0.5%

≥ 90%

93.8% 0.5% Achieved 95.5%

Trades foundation and trades-related 
vocational graduates 96.7% 0.9% 94.8% 1.2% Achieved 93.9%

Former apprenticeship students 95.5% 1.1% 93.1% 1.4% Achieved 94.5%

Bachelor degree graduates 95.7% 1.4% 94.2% 1.6% Achieved 92.5%

Performance Measure description: percentage of students who rated the quality of instruction in their program positively.

Note: BC post-secondary Institutions, excluding research intensive universities, minus BCIT for 2021.

Former students’ strong assessment relating to BCIT’s quality of program instruction, as well as the achievement of Ministry targets 
over the past few years, indicate that the Institute continues to make strong progress.

STUDENT ASSESSMENT OF SKILL 
DEVELOPMENT (OVERALL)

2020/21 ACTUAL 2021/22
TARGET

2021/22 ACTUAL 2021/22 
ASSESSMENT

2021/22 PSI

% +/- % +/- %

Former diploma, associate degree, and 
certificate students 87.1% 0.5%

≥ 85%

87.0% 0.7% Achieved 88.2%

Trades foundation and trades-related 
vocational graduates 88.5% 1.4% 88.2% 1.6% Achieved 88.3%

Former apprenticeship students 86.5% 1.6% 82.7% 1.9% Substantially 
Achieved 85.7%

Bachelor degree graduates 91.3% 1.6% 90.0% 1.8% Achieved 87.1%

Performance Measure description: percentage of students who indicated their education helped them to develop various skills.

Note: BC post-secondary Institutions, excluding research intensive universities, minus BCIT for 2021.

BCIT strives to meet the Ministry’s targets; this year all graduate ratings achieved their targets, while former apprenticeship students 
surpassed those targets. BCIT’s Educational Quality Framework encourages continuous quality improvement, focusing on program 
curriculum, program delivery, and educational support systems. The Institute reviews all programs on a systematic basis, utilizing 
feedback from students, industry, and faculty. BCIT programs are benchmarked against programs in peer institutes across the province 
and Canada. Minor revisions and updates occur frequently, and when more extensive changes are deemed appropriate, these proposed 
changes are reviewed and approved by the BCIT Education Council, with support from the BCIT Learning and Teaching Centre. 

32 As of the 2019/20 reporting year, the trades foundation and trades-related vocational graduates have been split out from the former diploma, associate degree and certificate students.
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System Objective 4: Relevance
The Ministry’s Strategic Objective of Relevance ensures that the BC public post-secondary system is relevant, having the breadth and 
depth of programming to meet the evolving economic needs of the province.

STUDENT ASSESSMENT OF THE 
USEFULNESS OF KNOWLEDGE AND 
SKILLS IN PERFORMING JOB

2020/21 ACTUAL 2021/22
TARGET 2021/22 ACTUAL 2021/22 

ASSESSMENT 2021/22 PSI

% +/- % +/- %

Former diploma, associate degree, and 
certificate students 90.0% 0.9%

≥90%

87.2% 1.0% Substantially 
Achieved 84.2%

Trades foundation and trades-related 
vocational graduates 90.7% 1.7% 90.3% 2.0% Achieved 86.2%

Former apprenticeship students 94.6% 1.2% 93.0% 1.5% Achieved 93.3%

Bachelor degree graduates 93.6% 1.8% 92.7% 1.9% Achieved 90.4%

Performance measure description: percentage of employed graduates who indicated the knowledge and skills they acquired through their education was useful 
in performing their job.

Note: BC post-secondary Institutions, excluding research intensive universities, minus BCIT for 2021.

BCIT’s result for former diploma, associate degree, and certificate students, at 87.2%, is slightly below the Ministry target (90%), but 
above the PSI average (84.2%). The Institute’s ability to perform above average compared to other post-secondary institutions reflects 
its aptitude in preparing job-ready graduates and adapting to the changing needs of the labour market. BCIT’s results for usefulness 
of knowledge and skills in performing a job show a slight decrease over the Institute’s performance in the previous year. Improvement 
is expected as BCIT’s Program Mix Analysis continues to monitor all full-time and part-time programs, which identify those programs 
that are performing below the target, and remedial action is identified in the Dean’s operating plans of each school. Furthermore, 
BCIT’s robust program review process also identifies areas where programs need to improve and the Learning and Teaching Framework 
provides insights and resources to support student learning and skill development. 

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE
2020/21 ACTUAL 2021/22

TARGET 2021/22 ACTUAL 2021/22 
ASSESSMENT 2021/22 PSI

% +/- % +/- %

Former diploma, associate degree and 
certificate students 10.1% 0.8%

≤11.6%

12.1% 0.8% Achieved 8.9%

Trades foundation and trades-related 
vocational graduates 7.0% 1.4% 11.2% 1.8% Achieved 13.7%

Former apprenticeship students 3.1% 0.9% 3.4% 1.0% Achieved 5.6%

Bachelor degree graduates 4.4% 1.5% 2.9% 1.2% Achieved 4.6%

Performance measure description: percentage of graduates who were unemployed at the time of the survey, compared with the percentage of unemployed individuals 
with high school credentials or less.

Note: BC post-secondary Institutions, excluding research intensive universities, minus BCIT for 2021.

BCIT is closely attuned to the needs of the labour market and can therefore experience an above-average impact from economic and 
labour market conditions in the province and in the economic development region.

BCIT Going Forward
In the year to come, BCIT is excited to continue playing an integral role in the provincial and national recovery. By advancing educational 
initiatives, BCIT will help train a highly skilled, diverse, and adaptable labour force in BC. BCIT aims to align with industry and 
government needs by supporting a strategic focus in education to better match current demographic trends and labour demand. Now, 
particular focus will be dedicated to technology, trades, and healthcare sectors, furthering and strengthening industry partnerships 
in order to deliver training and apprenticeships, and fostering hands-on learning through collaborative activities with the K–12 school 
districts. Furthermore, continued efforts will be made to reskill and upskill the labour force via micro-credential programs and agile 
learning initiatives.

BCIT will continue to build on its 50 years of experience providing quality applied training for the evolving social and economic needs 
of the region, while striving to stay at the forefront in innovation, equity, and technological and post-pandemic learning trends. The 
Institute’s commitment remains to produce job-ready graduates with future-proof skills to fill the labour needs.
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Consolidated Financial Statements
For the most recent financial information, please see the Audited Financial Statements at bcit.ca/financialservices/financialreports

——
Automotive Collision student 
working on a vehicle.
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Appendix: Implementation of Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission Calls to Action and the United Nations 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
Progress on Implementation of Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s (TRC) Calls to Action and Articles of the United Nations 
Declaration (UN Declaration) on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples at Public Post-Secondary Institutions in BC.

The provincial government is committed to implementing the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and the TRC Calls 
to Action. Institutions will have addressed relevant TRC Calls to Action and articles of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples to varying degrees.

TRC CALL TO ACTION 13 AND UN DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES ARTICLE

1: SOCIAL WORK

We call upon the federal, provincial, territorial, and Aboriginal governments to commit to reducing the number of Aboriginal children in care 
by ensuring that social workers and others who conduct child-welfare investigations are properly educated and trained about the history and 
impacts of residential schools. Ensuring that social workers and others who conduct child-welfare investigations are properly educated and 
trained about the potential for Aboriginal communities and families to provide more appropriate solutions to family healing.

PROGRESS NEW AND/OR CONTINUING INITIATIVES AND PARTNERSHIPS

N/A

12: EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

We call upon the federal, provincial, territorial, and Aboriginal governments to develop culturally appropriate early childhood education programs 
for Aboriginal families.

PROGRESS INITIATIVES AND PARTNERSHIPS

N/A

16: INDIGENOUS LANGUAGE DEGREE AND DIPLOMA PROGRAMS

We call upon post-secondary institutions to create university and college degree and diploma programs in Aboriginal Languages.

PROGRESS NEW AND/OR CONTINUING INITIATIVES AND PARTNERSHIPS

N/A BCIT does not yet offer language degree & diploma programs, but has engaged a Tsleil-Waututh Hul’q’umn’num Language 
Consultant to support language initiatives at BCIT. The Institute plans to launch a Traditional Plants App, undertake a naming 
initiative for the student residences including existing and future buildings, rename public spaces on campus, and offer 
language lessons.

23: HEALTH-CARE PROFESSIONALS

We call upon all levels of government to increase the number of Aboriginal professionals working in the healthcare field, ensure the retention of 
Aboriginal healthcare providers in Aboriginal communities, and provide cultural competency training for all healthcare professionals.

PROGRESS NEW AND/OR CONTINUING INITIATIVES AND PARTNERSHIPS

N/A See initiatives undertaken in other departments within  BCIT School of Health Sciences.
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24: MEDICAL AND NURSING SCHOOLS

We call upon medical and nursing schools in Canada to require all students to take a course dealing with Aboriginal health issues, including the 
history and legacy of residential schools, the United Nations Declaration (UN Declaration) on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Treaties and 
Aboriginal rights, and Indigenous teachings and practices. This will require skills-based training in intercultural competency, conflict resolution, 
human rights, and anti-racism.

PROGRESS NEW AND/OR CONTINUING INITIATIVES AND PARTNERSHIPS

In Progress ∆ Increased the number of Kairos Blanket Exercises to include sessions for Health Sciences faculty and students (up to 4 
additional sessions this year).

∆ Faculty partnership towards formation of the Canadian Association of Schools of Nursing National Indigenous health working 
group; currently have 3 faculty members as active members of the working group.

∆ Five (5) reserved seats in Bachelor of Science in Nursing Program.

Support for Indigenous Students.

∆ BSN Indigenous circle.

∆ BSN Staffing committee working with HR to embed competencies related to Anti-Indigenous racism and cultural safety into 
job-postings.

CURRICULUM LEVEL

∆ Developing a new mandatory course for BSc Nursing which focuses on true history of Indigenous peoples in Canada and 
culturally appropriate approaches in delivery of care for patients.

∆ Curriculum revisioning to develop and expand awareness, understanding, and skill development towards Indigenous Cultural 
Safety, trauma informed practice.

∆ Integrating learning activities specific to new BCCNM practice standard (Indigenous cultural safety, cultural humility and 
anti-Indigenous racism).

∆ Specialty Nursing program undertaking efforts to indigenize their department and curricula.

FACULTY LEVEL

∆ Faculty development through ongoing educational resources.

∆ Increase awareness events and activities (KBE, information sharing related to public education events).

28: LAW SCHOOLS

We call upon law schools in Canada to require all law students to take a course in Aboriginal people and the law, which includes the history 
and legacy of residential schools, the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Treaties and Aboriginal rights, Indigenous law, and 
Aboriginal–Crown relations. This will require skills-based training in intercultural competency, conflict resolution, human rights, and anti-racism.

PROGRESS NEW AND/OR CONTINUING INITIATIVES AND PARTNERSHIPS

N/A ∆ While BCIT does not have a law school, the Institute and Kory Wilson are working with the Law Society of British Columbia to 
design and implement the new Indigenous Competency Awareness course which is mandatory for all Practicing Lawyers in BC 
as of January 2021.

57: PUBLIC SERVANTS

We call upon federal, provincial, territorial, and municipal governments to provide education to public servants on the history of Aboriginal peoples, 
including the history and legacy of residential schools, the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Treaties and Aboriginal rights, 
Indigenous law, and Aboriginal–Crown relations. This will require skills-based training in intercultural competency, conflict resolution, human 
rights, and anti-racism.

PROGRESS NEW AND/OR CONTINUING INITIATIVES AND PARTNERSHIPS

In Progress ∆ Work is underway to create a “Week of Inclusion” and additional modules about UNDRIP and what it means for BC. Progress on 
the initiative will increase with the arrival of new Director of Respect, Diversity & Inclusion.

∆ BCIT has provided Indigenous 101 training to many community members and organisations.

∆ The cultural awareness course continues to be offered online and in person to the BCIT community as well as being requested 
and scheduled by external groups including City of Coquitlam, Burnaby Board of Trade, BC Tech, and Vancouver Board of Trade.
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62: TEACHER EDUCATION

We call upon the federal, provincial, and territorial governments, in consultation and collaboration with Survivors, Aboriginal peoples, and 
educators, to: Provide the necessary funding to post-secondary institutions to educate teachers on how to integrate Indigenous knowledge and 
teaching methods into classrooms.

PROGRESS NEW AND/OR CONTINUING INITIATIVES AND PARTNERSHIPS

In Progress ∆ Additional Allyship module is ready to be added to online training hub.

∆ Several new Indigenous Awareness Modules in the development stages.

∆ BCIT continues to offer an Indigenous 101 series of workshops to the BCIT community, which are available online or in person 
upon request. Indigenous 101 is available to various other organizations and groups external to BCIT.

∆ BCIT partnered with BC Campus and two province-wide workshops using the Indigenization Guides for Teachers and 
Instructors.

∆ Workshops are currently being developed with the Learning and Teaching Centre at BCIT.

∆ There are ongoing meetings and consultation with every department at BCIT and individual instructors in regards to 
Indigenous issues.

∆ Zoom workshops have been planned to distribute the other Indigenous Guides to BCIT.

86: JOURNALISM AND MEDIA SCHOOLS

We call upon Canadian journalism programs and media schools to require education for all students on the history of Aboriginal peoples, including 
the history and legacy of residential schools, the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Treaties and Aboriginal rights, Indigenous 
law, and Aboriginal–Crown relations.

PROGRESS NEW AND/OR CONTINUING INITIATIVES AND PARTNERSHIPS

In Progress ∆ Indigenous Journalism Circle has been formed and is working on completing a Journalism Action Plan to increase Indigenous 
Awareness, both within and out of the classroom, increase enrolment, and influence Indigenous accuracy in the media.

∆ BCIT’s three Indigenous Awareness Modules are in use by faculty and staff.

92: BUSINESS SCHOOLS

We call upon the corporate sector in Canada to provide education for management and staff on the history of Aboriginal peoples, including the 
history and legacy of residential schools, the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Treaties and Aboriginal rights, Indigenous law, 
and Aboriginal–Crown relations. This will require skills based training in intercultural competency, conflict resolution, human rights, and anti-
racism.

PROGRESS NEW AND/OR CONTINUING INITIATIVES AND PARTNERSHIPS

In Progress BCIT is working on an Indigenous Entrepreneurial program which is currently in the EDCO stage

UNITED NATIONS DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IMPLEMENTATION

How is your institution working with Indigenous peoples and communities to implement the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples, and in particular the articles related to education, which include the following:

Article 14

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to establish and control their educational systems and institutions providing education in their own 
languages, in a manner appropriate to their cultural methods of teaching and learning.

2. Indigenous individuals, particularly children, have the right to all levels and forms of education

Article 15

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the dignity and diversity of their cultures, traditions, histories and aspirations which shall be appropriately 
reflected in education and public information. 

Article 21

Indigenous peoples have the right, without discrimination, to the improvement of their economic and social conditions, including, inter alia, in the 
areas of education, employment, vocational training and retraining, housing, sanitation, health and social security.

PROGRESS NEW AND/OR CONTINUING INITIATIVES AND PARTNERSHIPS

In Progress ∆ Creation of the Indigenous Wellness Toolkit to support students in the Eight Dimensions of Well-being, which is expected 
to be implemented by the Fall semester. As well as being a stand-alone Toolkit, BCIT Indigenous Initiatives and Partnerships 
anticipates developing a plan to integrate Indigenous Wellness Toolkit modules into BCIT programs.

∆ Continued progress toward priorities outlined in An Indigenous Vision: A framework for action and accountability, which is in 
it’s third and final year. The Vision will be transitioning towards a Reconciliation Action Plan.

∆ All departments and Schools within BCIT are in the process of creating or have already their own “Reconciliation Action Plans”.

∆ Increasing diversity & inclusion events and related activities to support education and awareness.

∆ Ongoing consultation with stakeholders and community.

∆ The number of programs and services being offered is increasing.
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